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ABSTRACT 

A couple of processes for electrosynthetic production of expendable reagents, namely 

acids, bases, and oxidants, from the native salt content of raw waters and industrial wastes were 

investigated, and the composition of mixed acids and bases made of sodium sulfate or sodium 

chloride salts were predicted using a model predicated on conservation principles, mass action 

relations, and Pitzer equations. Electrodialysis with bipolar membranes (BMED) was used to 

produce acids and bases in a single pass. Product concentration was limited only by the salt 

content of the feed water. The current efficiency for acid production was slightly higher than that 

for base, but neither dropped below 75%. Acid and base current utilization showed the same 

trends with respect to feed salt content and flow velocity, with higher efficiency at higher feed 

salt concentrations and flow velocities. Operating the BMED stack near the limiting current 

density of the bipolar membrane (BLCD) or above the limiting current density of the diluate 

compartment (LCD) decreased current efficiency and increased electrical power dissipation. 

Electrodialytic acid and base production was ≈ 10 times cheaper than the chemicals’ f.o.b. unit 

costs as quoted on Alibaba.com.  

The mechanism and cost of on-site peroxodisulfuric acid production by electrolysis of 

sulfuric acid solutions with boron-doped diamond film anodes was investigated experimentally 

and with molecular dynamics (MD) and density functional theory (DFT) simulations. The cost of 

on-site peroxodisulfate production was ≈ 4 times less expensive than purchasing a 25 lb bag. It 

was shown that direct discharge of sulfate species produces sulfate radicals, which subsequently 

combined to form peroxodisulfuric acid. The likely hood of these reactions was dependent on 

electrode surface condition. Sulfate radicals could also be produced in solution by reaction with 

hydroxyl radicals generated by water discharge.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Management of concentrates produced during desalination continues to be a major 

engineering challenge. Current concentrate disposal options include discharge at sea, to surface 

waters, and to sanitary sewer systems, land application, evaporation ponds, deep-well injection, 

and zero liquid discharge (ZLD). The cost of ZLD is prohibitive except when a significant 

amount of waste heat is readily available [1]; nuclear power plants are a good example of this 

exception. Operation and maintenance costs for evaporation ponds are minimal, but land and 

construction costs are high. It costs between $5 and $10 million to construct an evaporation pond 

sized for a desalination plant producing ≈ 400 gpm of potable water at 80% recovery [1]. The 

most cost effective concentrate management technique, disposal at sea, constitutes between 5% 

and 33% of the total desalination cost [2] and is only available in costal locales. Inland, the cost 

of brine management can be more than 50% of the total desalination cost [3]. According to the 

journal Desalination, inland desalination plants simply have no cost-effective solutions for 

concentrate management [4]. This body of work presents information developed to assess a 

concentrate management strategy that utilizes chemicals made from the total dissolved solids 

(TDS) content of raw waters and industrial wastes to minimize brine production and thus 

disposal costs. 

Desalination refers to a wide range of water purification processes including membrane 

filtration (e.g., reverse osmosis), media filtration (e.g., sand filtration), mineral precipitation (e.g., 

lime softening), sorption (e.g., ion-exchange), and others [5]. Communities are increasingly 

turning to desalination to meet challenges in water availability, water quality, and regulation of 

the use and disposal of that water [5]. By 2020, 16 trillion additional gallons per year will be 

required to meet growing municipal and light industrial water demand in the United States [5]; it 
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is estimated that by 2050 one in four people will live in a country that experiences chronic or 

recurring freshwater shortages [1]. To meet rapidly increasing demand, United States 

municipalities are increasingly looking to desalination of impaired water supplies [3,5,6], which 

according to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) include 35% of the 

nation’s river miles and 45% of the nation’s lakes, reservoir, and pond acreage [5]. American 

industry increasingly uses desalination techniques to meet tightening wastewater discharge 

standards [1–3,5–18]. It is opined that by 2020, desalination and other water purification 

technologies will be required to ensure a safe, sustainable, affordable, and adequate water supply 

for the United States [5]. 

Inland desalination is primarily used to avoid negative impacts of increasing ground and 

surface water TDS. High TDS saline waters have a negative impact on virtually all water users 

(e.g., residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural). Saline waters reduce the useful life of 

household appliances and commercial equipment and drive salinity “avoidance costs” (e.g., 

water softener installation, bottled water consumption, etc.) [3]. Industries that require high water 

quality (e.g., semiconductor, pharmaceutical, and food and beverage manufactures, etc.) incur 

advanced water treatment costs directly related to supplied water TDS [3]. The ion toxicity of 

high TDS waters is hazardous to the environment and human health [19], reduces crop yields, 

and increases agricultural water demand [3].  

Increasing ground and surface water salinity results directly from pervasive use of 

fertilizers, water softeners , industrial water treatment , and many other societal activities [3]. For 

example, a single water softener regeneration cycle produces anywhere from 80 kg to 320 kg of 

concentrated brine solution per cubic meter of ion exchange media [20]. A survey conducted in 

1993 shows that ≈ 48% of the brine produced in non-costal regions of the United States was 
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disposed of by discharge to surface waters and 23% to the sanitary sewer, 12% by land 

application, 10% by deep well injection, and 6% in evaporation ponds [6,21]. Salts discharged to 

the sewer system pass through wastewater treatment plants (WWTP), resulting in an effluent 

TDS that is 300 ppm to 500 ppm greater than the TDS of the potable water supply [3] – the 

national secondary drinking water regulation (NSDWR), set by the USEPA, is 500 ppm TDS. 

This effluent is discharged to surface waters used for agricultural irrigation, landscape irrigation, 

groundwater recharge, and power plant cooling water. In regions relying on surface water 

supplies, the treated wastewater from one community is often the source of potable water for 

downstream locales [5]. Despite how the wastewater effluents and desalination brines are 

ultimately used or discharged, a majority of the salt ends up in the ground water, increasing the 

TDS [3]. 

For example, the water supplying the Phoenix, Arizona metropolitan area brings in 

1.46 million tons of salt each year into the local watershed. Only 0.36 million tons of salt flow 

out of the watershed each year [3]. Thus a net of 1.1 million tons of salt accumulation per year, 

40% is left in the groundwater and 22% in the vadose zone. Figuratively speaking, the Phoenix 

metropolitan area is acquiring a pickup truck load of salt every 15 seconds This does not even 

include salts added to WWTP effluent as a result of residential water softening, which is 

responsible for 25% of the salinity in the effluent above the source water salinity [3]. 

Society’s current TDS management paradigm is inefficient and is inherently 

unsustainable. Chemicals are added during desalination and water treatment. For example, 

regenerating a 100 kg weak acid cation-exchange (WAC) resin water softener having 4 meq g−1 

capacity consumes ≈ 4.4 m3 of 1% sulfuric acid (H2SO4) or 396 L of 4% hydrochloric acid (HCl) 

[20,22]. Expended reagents are converted to salts and discharged as brine or domestic 
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wastewater [1] – residential water softening is responsible for 25% of the salinity in WWTP 

effluent above the source water salinity. The majority of these salts end up in ground and surface 

waters increasing their TDS and ion toxicity [3]. These ground and surfaces waters, with 

increased TDS, serve as potable water supplies for local and downstream locales. The elevated 

salinity of these potable water supplies increases the need for desalination and water treatment, 

which requires chemical addition, which further increases ground and surface water TDS – 

systems that function in this way are said to have positive feedback and are known to be 

inherently unstable [23]. Water users are effectively increasing the salinity of ground and surface 

waters, by employing desalination techniques and water treatment strategies, needed to avoid the 

negative impacts of increasingly saline ground and surface waters. Managing ground and surface 

water TDS challenges in this way leads to an ever increasing cost of and need for TDS 

management – this is generally shortsighted and clearly inefficient.  

The concentrate management strategy presented here envisions a decrease in brine 

production by allowing increased chemical consumption without impacting ground and surface 

water TDS. This is accomplished by using electrosynthetic techniques to produce common 

chemicals, i.e. acids, bases, and oxidants, from the inherent salt content of raw waters and 

industrial wastes. Unpolluted raw waters and industrial wastes contain salts. Electrosynthetic 

techniques can be used to turn these salts into the chemicals added during desalination, water 

treatment, and in industrial processes – namely acids, bases, and oxidants. Creating chemicals 

electrosynthetically from the inherent salt content of raw waters and industrial wastes entails 

utilization of electricity to change the chemical properties of native TDS – it does not require the 

addition of chemicals that contribute to surface and ground water TDS. Water users that avoid 

the negative impacts of ground and surface water TDS, using chemicals produced 
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electrosynthetically from the salt content of raw waters do so without consequently increasing 

the TDS of ground and surface waters. This ultimately decreases the need for desalination and 

brine production. 

Chemical addition during desalination and water treatment is intended to increase process 

efficiency and reduce water consumption. Currently, increased brine production resulting from 

chemical addition leads to process efficiency trade-offs that ultimately increase water 

consumption. For example, it is well know that RO water recovery is increased significantly by 

using ion-exchange to remove sparingly soluble salts (e.g., CaSO4, CaCO3, etc.) [24]; however, 

adding chemicals to regenerate ion-exchange resins also increases brine production and renders 

ion-exchange pretreatment an unattractive option. If the chemicals were made from the RO 

concentrate itself, additional brine is not produced and the trade-off is eliminated. Using acids, 

bases, and oxidants made from brines reduces waste and enables the design of more efficient 

desalination, water treatment, and industrial processes which consume less water and produces 

less brine. 

The novel TDS management paradigm now presented is efficient and is inherently 

sustainable. Chemicals made from the natural salt content of raw waters and industrial wastes do 

not increase ground and surface water TDS. This allows increased chemical consumption during 

desalination and water treatment without impacting ground and surface water TDS. Chemical 

addition during desalination and water treatment serves to increase process efficiency and reduce 

water consumption and brine production. Without increasing ground and surface water TDS, 

water consumption and chemical addition can be decreased by increasing consumption of 

chemicals produced electrosynthetically from the inherent salt content of raw waters and 

industrial wastes, which decreases the need for desalination and water treatment – systems that 
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function in this way are said to have negative feedback and are inherently stable [23]. Water 

users using chemicals produced electrosynthetically from the salt content of raw waters to avoid 

the negative impacts of ground and surface water TDS do so while decreasing the TDS of ground 

and surface waters. This ultimately decreases brine production and the need for desalination and 

water treatment. Managing ground and surface water TDS challenges in this way leads to a 

decreasing need for TDS management – this paradigm is generally prudent and clearly efficient. 

With that being said, the question becomes is this proposed concentrate management 

paradigm technically and economically feasible? Technologies capable of converting salts to 

acids, bases, and oxidants may or may not be suitable for operation in municipal, indusial, 

commercial, and residential contexts. The cost to purchase and operate desalination equipment 

currently limits the application to regions that both have no choice but to employ them and that 

can afford them [5]. Additional costs associated with acid, base, and oxidant production could 

increase desalination costs. This dissertation focuses on developing information need to begin to 

answer these questions. 

ELECTRODIALYTIC ACID AND BASE PRODUCTION 

The study of electrosynthetic acid and base production is focuses upon electrodialysis 

with bipolar membranes (BMED) to make acids and bases from brines produced during reverse 

osmosis (RO) and evaporative cooling (i.e., cooling tower blowdown). Evaporative cooling 

processes are commonly used in power generation and to cool large commercial spaces. They 

function by evaporating water, but TDS does not evaporate and it accumulates within the cooling 

water loop. Cooling water is typically discharged from evaporative cooling systems when the 

TDS is 2 to 5 times greater than that of the feed water. This briny discharge is called blowdown 

and typically has 1000 ppm to 3000 ppm TDS. RO is commonly used to produce potable water 
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from raw waters. This process is predicated upon pressure driven flux of water across a 

semi-permeable membrane. Brines produced during RO can contain upwards of 30,000 ppm 

TDS.  

BMED is an ion-exchange membrane separation process which entails the coupled 

transport of electrical charges (i.e., an electrical current) and mass (i.e., an- and cations) through 

a perm-selective ion-exchange membrane due to an externally applied electrical potential 

gradient [25]. Operation of a BMED stack results in the production of acids and bases from salt 

solutions. This is accomplished with a particular arrangement of mono-polar ion-exchange and 

bipolar membranes and an applied electric field. 

BMED’s potential utility in water and wastewater treatment has long been recognized. 

Chauanhui et al. investigated the use of BMED to regenerate flue-gas desulfurizing agent. They 

found that this process was both feasible and economically attractive [26]. Akse et al. considered 

BMED for on demand production of expendable regents for use in advanced life support systems 

(ALSS) of next generation space craft. This study found the production of strong bases to be a 

challenge [27]. In 2004, Schlicher et al. found that BMED could be used to regenerate bonding 

agents loaded with heavy metals [28]. And, in 1997, Mavrov et al. showed that BMED could 

successfully be used to produce acids and bases from desalination brines and used in membrane 

pretreatment processes [29–33]. But, Mavrov et al. did not provide the information needed to 

assess the cost of using BMED in this application. While literature exists on utilizing BMED to 

produce strong acids and bases from ≈ 1 M salt solutions [34–37], no reliable literature is found 

on the production of acids and bases from solutions with salt content approximating RO and 

evaporative cooling concentrates, which typically contain ~ 100 mM salt.  
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It is well known that acid, base, and feedstock composition have a significant impact on 

BMED stack operation. One objective of this investigation is to verify that acids and bases of 

sufficient strength for use in desalination, water treatment, and industrial processes can be made 

cost effectively from brines generated during desalination and evaporative cooling. A second 

objective is to establish the basic relationships between energy consumption, membrane area, 

reagent concentration, and brine concentration. Each of these relationships are fundamental to an 

understanding of process scalability. Within this context it will then be possible to discuss the 

cost of acid and base production from brine with BMED and decide if further investigation of its 

application is warranted. 

ELECTROSYNTHESIS OF OXIDANTS 

Oxidants are industrially important reagents characterized by their ability to accept or 

steal electrons from a wide variety of compounds. Commonly, they find application in organic 

synthesis, bleaching, energetics, and water treatment. For example, sodium hypochlorite (i.e., 

bleach) is found in many households, where its uses range from laundry to pool disinfection. 

Industrially, oxidant applications range from paper manufacturing, to general sanitation in food 

and beverage manufacture, to cooling tower sump biocide. 

Industrially, these compounds are produced by electrolyzing a variety of electrolyte 

solutions. For example, bleach is produced in the well-known chloralkali process which entails 

electrolysis of sodium chloride solutions in an electrochemical cell divided by a semi-permeable 

proton exchange membrane (e.g., Nafion®). Peroxodisulfate (S2O8
2−), an oxidant substantially 

stronger than bleach, is commonly produced by electrolysis of sulfate containing electrolytes, 

take ammonium sulfate for example. It is used commercially to bleach cellulosic pulps in the 

manufacture of paper. It also finds application in water treatment applications requiring high 
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water quality as its strength renders it capable of mineralizing organic contaminants present in 

virtually all natural waters.  

In recent years, the use of small-scale electrolytic cells for on-site production of oxidants 

has grown. These types of systems are commonly employed to produce oxidants for use in water 

treatment on both the industrial and residential scale. For example, many homeowners 

incorporate chlorinators which electrolytically produce pool chorine, and many sea faring vessels 

have begun to chlorinate ballast tanks electrosynthetically using small-scale electrolytic cells and 

the natural salt content of sea water.  

The designs of small-scale electrolytic cells for on-site oxidant production are congruent 

with their industrial counterparts: sheet or annular flow cells employing dimensionally stable 

anodes (DSA), e.g. RuO2 − IrO2 − TiO2 on titanium, and stainless steel cathodes. These cells 

may or may not be divided by a semi-permeable membrane, e.g. Nafion ®. DSA anodes are less 

expensive than those made of metallic noble metals and are electrocatalytic for oxygen and 

chlorine evolution. 

The electrolytic oxidant production studies presented here focus on boron-doped diamond 

(BDD) film anodes. This type of anode technology possesses certain advantages over DSA. They 

show a high over potential for water oxidation, meaning that, provided certain criteria are met, 

charge transfer reactions are more likely with electroactive target species than with water. This 

translates to higher current efficiency and lower costs. BDD anodes are also known for their 

ability to produce hydroxyl radicals, which are central to next generation advanced oxidation 

processes (AOP). 

One goal of this study was to evaluate the technical and economic feasibility for 

point-of-use peroxodisulfate (S2O8
2−) generation from sulfuric acid solutions using BDD anodes 
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operated at current densities > 30 mA cm−2. To that end, the effect of current density and sulfuric 

acid concentration on the rates and Faradaic efficiencies for persulfate production were 

investigated using batch and flow-through reactors. As part of the feasibility evaluation, the 

maximum conversion of sulfate to persulfate that could be achieved from electrolysis of sulfuric 

acid solutions was investigated. An economic evaluation of the energy requirements associated 

with the process was also performed. 

A second goal of this research was to investigate whether sulfuric acid (H2SO4), bisulfate 

(HSO4
−), and sulfate (SO4

2−) can be oxidized via direct electron transfer during persulfate 

production using BDD anodes.  Another objective of this research was to determine the most 

likely reaction pathways for producing persulfate via electrolysis of sulfuric acid solutions using 

BDD electrodes.  Towards that end, DFT simulations were performed to determine the potential 

dependence of water (H2O), SO4
2−, HSO4

−, and H2SO4 oxidation. DFT simulations were also used 

to determine the activation barriers and reaction energies for the elementary reactions leading to 

persulfate production.  Rotating disk electrode experiments (RDE) were performed to determine 

the effect of the electrode surface condition on catalyzing reactions. Last, MD modeling was 

used to investigate the effects of oxygen incorporation into the electrode surface on adsorption of 

H2O and sulfate species. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

This dissertation is organized into six chapters and three appendices. Chapter 2 discusses 

a model developed to predict the composition of mixed acids and bases made from sodium 

sulfate and sodium chloride solutions by BMED. Chapter 3 discusses acid and base production 

from sodium chloride solutions. The composition of these solutions approximate brines produced 

during reverse osmosis and evaporative cooling. Chapters 4 and 5 shift to electrosynthetic 
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production of peroxodisulfuric acid at BDD film anodes. Chapter 4 focuses on the operational 

characteristics and economics of peroxodisulfuric acid generation at BBD anodes. A mechanistic 

study of persulfuric acid generation is the focus of Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses further 

extensions of this body of work. Appendix A contains Matlab® code which supplements Chapter 

2. Appendix B contains a reprint of a published article detailing the operational and economic 

character of persulfate production by electrolysis of sulfuric acid solutions with BDD film 

anodes. Appendix C contains a second published article which addresses the mechanism of 

persulfate generation at BDD film anodes. 

The material in Chapters 3 and 4 has not been previously submitted for publication. I am 

responsible for the development, implementation, and validation of the mixed acid and base 

composition model covered in Chapter 3 – Appendix A, which contains Matlab® code used to 

implement this model, supplements Chapter 3. I am also responsible for the design, 

implementation, and analysis of the acid and base production experiments. Relevant 

experimental work was conducted at the University of Arizona with the assistance of Joseph 

Stanford and Yingying Chen.   

The presentations of Chapter 5 and 6 and Appendix B and Appendix C are related to 

electrosynthetic production of peroxodisulfuric acid at BDD anodes. Chapter 5 is a summary of 

the paper in Appendix B, which was accepted for publication on the 28th of April, 2014 by the 

Journal of Applied Electrochemistry. It addresses the effect of current density and sulfuric acid 

concentration on persulfuric acid generation with BDD film anodes.  

Chapter 6 is a summary of a second manuscript that details an investigation of the 

peroxodisulfuric acid production mechanism at BBD film anodes. This manuscript, which was 

accepted for publication in Electrochimica Acta on the 21st of October, 2014, is presented in its 
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entirety in Appendix C. This study leveraged molecular dynamics (MD) and density functional 

theory (DFT) simulations and experimental data to describe the mechanism of peroxodisulfuric 

acid generation at BDD anodes.  

With regards to electrosynthetic production of peroxodisulfuric acid at BDD film anodes, 

I am responsible for the design and execution of the sulfuric acid electrolysis experiments. I also 

developed and validated the novel ion-chromatographic technique used to quantify 

peroxodisulfuric acid and peroxomonosulfuric acid production rates. The DFT and MD 

simulations are entirely the product of Professor James Farrell. Relevant experimental work was 

conducted at the University of Arizona with the assistance of Joseph Stanford.  
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CHAPTER 2: PREDICTING MIXED ACID AND BASE COMPOSITION 

INTRODUCTION 

Acids and base are expendable reagents consumed in many industrial water treatment 

processes. For example, regenerating weak acid cation-exchange (WAC) resin is accomplished 

with sulfuric acid (H2SO4) or hydrochloric acid (HCl) [20,22]; the pH of evaporative cooling 

water is commonly acidified to prevent calcite precipitation (CaCO3) [24]; and, sodium 

hydroxide is commonly added during cold lime softening to improve magnesium removal [24]. 

Production of these reagents can be accomplished on-site by electrodialysis with bipolar 

membranes (BMED).  

Industrial processes that consume acids and bases require that they meet certain 

specifications. For example, regenerating 100 kg of weak acid ion-exchange resin having 

4 meq g−1 capacity consumes ≈ 4.4 m3 of 1%sulfuric acid (H2SO4) or 396 L of 4%hydrochloric 

acid (HCl) [20,22]. It is important to be able to determine the strength and composition of acids 

and bases made electrodialytically, on-site, in order to assure consumption proceeds safely and 

efficiently. Practical limitations related to on-site production commonly prohibit off-site 

analysis; it is desirable to use inexpensive, rugged, and reliable sensors on-site to determine the 

composition of acids and bases produced. Sensors of this type rarely are capable of determining 

reagent composition in and of themselves. 

Studies have shown that conservation principles, mass action laws, and activity 

coefficient models can be combined with data to accurately predict unmeasured properties of 

electrolyte solutions. In combination, these concepts have enabled prediction of electrolyte 

solution pH, composition, mineral solubility [38–44]. In this study, a model predicated upon 
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techniques established in previous studies is used to determine the composition of mixed acids 

and mixed bases produced from sodium chloride and sodium sulfate solutions given only the 

sodium concentration and solution pH. Sodium concentration and pH can be measured in-line 

using ion-selective probes. The models developed here enable the use of inexpensive equipment 

to determine composition of mixed acids and bases, eliminating the need for off-site analysis, 

serving to enable on-site acid and base production using BMED. 

BMED is an ion-exchange membrane separation process which produces acids and bases 

from salt solutions. This process is predicated upon the coupled transport of electrical charges 

(i.e., an electrical current) and mass (i.e., an- and cations) through a perm-selective ion-exchange 

membrane due to an externally applied electrical potential gradient [25]. Acid and base 

production is accomplished with a pair of polarized electrodes and a particular interposed 

arrangement of mono-polar ion-exchange and bipolar membranes. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

MATERIALS 

All electrolyte solutions were made by dissolving ACS grade sodium hydroxide, sodium 

chloride, sodium sulfate, hydrochloric acid, and sulfuric acid, obtained from Thermo Fisher, in 

18 MΩ deionized water.  

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

Acid, base, diluate, electrode rinse, and feed solution samples were stored in 15 mL 

polypropylene screw top centrifuge tubes. Prior to quantitative analysis using a Perkin Elmer 

Optima 2100 DV inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrophotometer (ICP-OES) all 

samples were diluted 1:99 with 18.2 MΩ ultra-pure water (UPW). Samples were analyzed in 
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triplicate at 589.5 nm, for sodium, and 181.9 nm, for sulfur. The triplicate mean was taken as the 

analyte concentration. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

 

Figure 2.1 Block flow diagram of acid and base production process 
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Figure 2.1 is a block flow diagram (BFD) of the acid and base production system used 

during this investigation. Feed solutions were made in a stirred 55 gal drum. The HDPE drum 

was purchased from US Plastics and stirred with a Dayton® PPT4GU01G barrel mixer having a 

316-SS propeller. A side stream was drawn from the feed barrel and passed through the tube side 

of a stainless steel GEA heat exchanger, model NP 2-14. Ethanol in distilled water, 40%by 

volume, recirculated between the shell side of the heat exchanger and a Laird MRC 300 chiller 

maintaining the barrel temperature at 25±1 ℃. 

The feed solution was pumped through the BMED stack using two Yamaha 80 W pool 

pumps placed in series. A 1 μm bag pre-filter was placed prior to a rotameter manifold. All 

rotameters were made by Key Instruments and were designed for use with water at 25 ℃. They 

had integral valves, acrylic bodies, stainless steel fittings, and viton O-rings. In order to 

accurately measure a range of flow rates, rotameters with a 0 to 120 ccm flow rate range or 0 to 

3000 ccm flow rate range were used, both sizes were ±3%accurate. They were spot checked 

using graduated cylinders and stopwatches.  

Feed solutions were split into four streams as they passed through the rotameter 

manifold: acid, base, diluate, and electrode rinse. The same feed solution passed through all 

compartments. The volumetric flow rate in the acid, base, and diluate compartments were equal. 

Experiments were conducted at two volumetric flow rates: 500 ccm, and 120 ccm. The electrode 

rinse passed through both anode and cathode compartments at 1.5 lpm. 

Acids and bases were produced during a single pass through a PCCell ED Q 380 

electrodialysis cell unit acquired from PCCell GmbH. The cell housing was made of 

polypropylene and had 380 cm2 of active membrane area. Membrane spacers made of silicone 

and polypropylene mesh were placed between each membrane pair forming 195×195×0.5 mm 
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flow channels. The electrode-membrane spacing was approximately 2 mm. The cathode was 

made of an expanded stainless steel mesh and the anode was made of expanded titanium mesh 

with a platinum-iridium coating.  

All of the membranes were Neosepta® brand, made by the Tokuyama Corporation, and 

acquired from Amerida L.L.C, a subsidiary of the ASTOM Corporation: ACM anion-exchange 

membranes, CMB-H cation-exchange membranes, and BP-1 bipolar membranes. When not in 

use, the membranes were kept in the dark and stored in 5% NaCl solutions containing 100 ppm 

sodium azide. Eight unit cells were constructed in the stack and both ends were terminated with 

cation exchange membranes.  

All acid and base production experiments were performed galvanostatically using a 

Xantrex® XRT 40-21 power supply at cell currents between 1 A and 10 A, corresponding to 

current densities of 0.26 mA cm−2 and 26 mA cm−2. Current and potential values displayed by 

the power supply were spot checked using a Fluke® model 117 digital multimeter.  

After passing through the stack, the acid, base, and diluate streams were discharged to a 

second 55 gal HPDE drum, the so-called waste drum. The electrode rinse solutions were 

recirculated to the feed tank after passing through a custom degasser and a 10 in Omnifilter® 

housing containing a Penteck® block carbon filter. The custom degasser was made from 1 in 

PVC pipe and a float vent. The block-carbon filter served to degrade hypochlorite formed as the 

electrode rinse solution passed through the anode compartment. The concentration of 

hypochlorite in the feed barrel was spot checked using an HDX brand pool test kit and never 

exceeded 0.5 ppm, which was the test kit detection limit.  

Samples were simultaneously drawn from the acid, base, dilute, feed, and electrode wash 

streams in. The pH, conductivity, and temperature of each sample was measured using an 
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AquaPro 9156APWP epoxy body pH probe, an Accument® two-cell conductivity and 

temperature sensor, and a Symphony® model SB90M5 bench top multi-meter. All probes were 

calibrated daily. 

Before samples were taken, the BMED stack was given a minimum of 10 min to come to 

steady state, which corresponds to between 8 and 33 empty bed volumes. The approached to 

steady state was monitored with current and potential readings taken every minute.  

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

ELECTRONEUTRALITY 

The principle of electroneutrality states that in an electrolyte solution the concentration of 

all ionic species are such that the solution as a whole is neutral[45]. The ionic species present in 

sodium chloride solutions were H+, Na+, OH−, and Cl−. The principle of electroneutrality in these 

solutions is given by: 

 [H+] + [Na+] = [OH−] + [Cl−] 2.1 

Where square brackets indicate concentration. 

Sulfate is a diprotic base that partitions between three species in accordance with mass 

action: H2SO4, HSO4
−, and SO4

−. The electroneutrality condition in the sodium sulfate solutions 

is given by: 

 [H+] + [Na+] = [OH−] + [HSO4
−] + 2[SO4

2−] 2.2 

MASS ACTION 

The following relationship must be satisfied in an aqueous solution at equilibrium: 
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 KW = aH+aOH− 2.3 

Where KW is the dissociation constant water, which is 10−13.995 at 25 ℃ [46], and ai 

indicates ion activity. 

The dissociation constant of H2SO4 is given by: 

 K1 =
aHSO4

−aH+

aH2SO4

 2.4 

At 25 ℃ the value of K1 ≫ 100 [46]. 

The dissociation constant of HSO4
− is given by: 

 K2 =
aSO4

2−aH+

aHSO4
−

 2.5 

At 25 ℃ the value of K2 is 10−1.99 [46].  

ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS 

In an ideal solution, ion activity of a solute is given by its concentration. Real solutions 

do not behave ideally, and ion activities, not concentrations, must be used to accurately model 

ion partitioning. Concentrations are related to ion activity by an activity coefficient. Ion activity 

coefficients quantify deviations from a reference chemical potential, i.e. standard state. A 

“hypothetical one-molal solution” of ion is a commonly selected standard state. It is chosen so 

that as molality approaches zero, the ratio of aimi
∘/mi tends to unity [47] . This ratio defines the 

molal activity coefficient γi: 

 γi =
aimi

∘

mi
;  lim

mi→0
(γi) = 1 2.6 

Where γi the activity coefficient, ai is the ion activity, and mi is its molality. The 

superscript ∘ indicates the reference state, which is unity. The dimensions of molality are moles 
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of solute per mass of solvent. At times, it is easier to define the activity coefficient on the 

molarity scale, i.e. moles of solute per volume of solution. The conversion from the molality to 

molarity scale is simple: 

 γi =
Ci

mid0
yi 2.7 

Where d0 is the density of the pure solvent, Ci is molar concentration, mi s molality, and 

yi is the molar ion activity coefficient.  

The Pitzer single ion activity coefficient model was used here to approximate ion activity 

coefficients. This model is predicated on theory that describes dielectric properties of water and 

repulsion of ions at short distances [47]. In 1945 Mcmillan and Mayer showed that the 

relationship between osmotic pressure and potentials of mean force of solute species and the 

relationship between gas phase interparticle potentials and the gas pressure were the same [47]. 

The equation of state for a real gas, which relates temperature (T), pressure (P), and volume (V), 

is commonly written as a series expansion in P or 1/V. The coefficients of the P or 1/V terms are 

known as virial coefficients. Statistical mechanics shows that second virial coefficients arises 

from intermolecular forces between pairs of ions, and third coefficients from triple interactions, 

and so on [48]. Interaction parameters of Pitzer Equations have the same comparative features as 

virial coefficients. Pitzer equations can be evaluated numerically to any desired accuracy. 

Christov et al. established that only terms accounting for triple interactions are needed to 

accurately predict activity coefficients many electrolyte solutions [40]. The Pitzer relation 

describing cation activity coefficients is given by [47]: 
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ln(γM) = zM
2 F + ∑ ma(2BMa + ZCMa)

a

+ ∑ mc (2ΦMc + ∑ maψMca

a

)

c

+ ∑ ∑ mama′ψMaa′

a′<aa

+ zM ∑ ∑ mcmaCca + 2 ∑ mnλnM

nac

+ zM [∑
mcλcc

zc
c

− ∑
maλaa

|za|
+

2

3
∑ ∑ mcma (

μcca

zc
−

μcaa

|za|
)

aca

] 

2.8 

The relation for a given anion is: 

 

ln(γX) = zX
2F + ∑ mc(2BcX + ZCcX)

c

+ ∑ ma (2ΦaX + ∑ mcψcaX

c

)

a

+ ∑ ∑ mcmc′ψcc′X

c′<cc

+ zX ∑ ∑ mcmaCca + 2 ∑ mnλnX

nca

+ zX [∑
maλaa

|za|
a

− ∑
mcλcc

zc
+

2

3
∑ ∑ mcma (

μcaa

|za|
−

μcca

zc
)

cac

] 

2.9 
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Where subscripts M and X indicate the cation and anion, and subscripts c, a, and n 

indicate cation, anion, and neutral species, γ is the activity coefficient, z is the valence, m is the 

molality, and Z is defined as: 

 Z = ∑|zi|mi

i

 
2.10 

The final set of terms in Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9, set off by square brackets and 

multiplied by zm and zX, respectively, cancel when the mean activity coefficient for a neutral 

electrolyte is calculated. Presently, these terms cannot be measured and are omitted when 

calculating single-ion activity coefficients. Their omission has no effect on measurable quantities 

[47]. 

The term F in both Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9 is defined as: 

 F = f γ + ∑ ∑ mcmaBca
′

ac

+ ∑ ∑ mcmc′Φcc′
′

c′>c

+ ∑ ∑ mama′Φaa′
′

a′>aac

 
2.11 

Where f γ is given by: 

 f γ = −AΦ [
√I

1 + b√I
+

2

1.2
ln(1 + b√I)] 2.12 

Here AΦis the Debye-Hückel parameter, b is a universal parameter with the value 

1.2 kg1/2 mol−1/2 [47], and I is the ionic strength of the solution, which is given by: 

 I =
1

2
∑ mizi

2

i

 2.13 

The Debye-Hückel parameter, which is temperature dependent, is given by: 

 AΦ =
1

3
⋅ (

2πN0dw

1000
)

1 2⁄

⋅ (
e2

ϵκT
)

2/3

 2.14 
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Where N0 is Avogadro’s number, dw is the density of water, e is the elementary charge, 

κ is Boltzmann’s constant, and ϵ is the dielectric constant or relative permittivity of water. 

Keeping in mind that if SI units are used ϵ is multiplied by 4πϵ0. At 25 ℃ and in SI units the 

value of AΦ is 0.3915 kg−1/2 mol−1/2 [47].  

The B-type and C-type quantities arise from binary and ternary solute-solute interactions 

of pure electrolytes, and are in principle related to the interionic potentials of mean force in the 

solvent [47]. For example, BNa+Cl− is related to Na+-Cl−, Na+-Na+, and Cl−-Cl− interactions, 

while CNa+Cl− is related to Na+-Na+-Cl− and Cl−-Cl−-Na+ interactions. Electrical repulsion makes 

triple interactions between three ions of like charge, e.g. Na+- Na+- Na+, unlikely; no indication 

has arisen that they need be accounted for with C-type terms [47]. 

The BMa and BcX terms in Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9 are given by: 

 BMX = βMX
(0)

+ βMX
(1)

g(α1I1 2⁄ ) + βMX
(2)

g(α2I1 2⁄ ) 2.15 

Where g(x) is given by: 

 g(x) = 2
[1 − (1 + x) exp(−x)]

x2
 2.16 

The Bca
′  term in Equation 2.11 is given by: 

 Bca
′ =

[βMX
(1)

g′(α1I1 2⁄ ) + βMX
(1)

g′(α1I1 2⁄ )]

I
 2.17 

Where g′(x) is given by: 

 g′(x) = −2
[1 − (1 + x + x2) exp(−x)]

x2
 2.18 

The β and α terms are constants that are specific to the salt, MX. They are related to the 

ionic strength dependence of short-range interactions. The values of α1 and α2 depend on the salt 
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valence. In 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 salts the value of α1is 2 kg−1/2 mol−1/2. Both βMX
(2)

 and α2 are 

only necessary when modeling higher valence salts, e.g. 2-2-type salts, here they both are set to 

zero.  

The CMa, CcX, and Cca terms in Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9 are given by: 

 CMX =
CMX

ϕ

2|zMzX|1/2
 2.19 

Where CMX
Φ  is a constant that is also specific to the salt, MX.  

The Φ-type and ψ-type quantities arise from binary and ternary solute-solute interactions 

of mixed electrolytes, which are not accounted for in the B-type and C-type parameters [47]. The 

Φ-type parameters are related the interactions between different ions of like charge, e.g. H+-Na+ 

interactions and OH−-Cl− interactions, and ψ-type constants are related to the interactions 

between three distinct ions, e.g. H+-Na+-HSO4
− interactions and OH−-Cl−-Na+ interactions [47]. 

The ψ-constants do not account for interactions of three ions of the same charge because 

electrical repulsion makes interactions of this type unlikely.  

The ΦMc and ΦaX terms in Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9 are given by: 

 Φij = θij + Eθij(I) 2.20 

The Φcc′
′  and Φaa′

′  terms in Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9 are given by: 

 Φij
′ = Eθij

′ (I) 2.21 

Where θij is a constant, and  Eθij(I) and Eθij
′ (I) account for unsymmetrical mixing 

effects and depend only on the charges of the ions i and j, the total ionic strength, and on the 

solvent properties ϵ and dw [47]. The value of Eθij(I) is given by: 
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 Eθij(I) =
zizj

4I
[J(xij) − 1

2⁄ J(xii) − 1
2⁄ J(xjj)] 2.22 

Where xij is given by: 

 xij = 6zizjA
ΦI1 2⁄  2.23 

The function J(x) is given by: 

 J(x) = x−1 ∫ (1 + q + 1
2⁄ q2 − exp(q))y2dy

∞

0

 2.24 

Where q is given by: 

 q = −(x y⁄ )exp (−y) 2.25 

The function Eθij
′ (I) is given by: 

 Eθij
′ (I) = −

Eθij (I)

4
+

zizj

8I2
[xijJ′(xij) − 1

2⁄ xiiJ′(xii) − 1
2⁄ xjjJ′(xjj)] 2.26 

Where J′(x) is the derivative of Equation 2.24 with respect to x, that is: 

 J′(x) =
∂J(x)

∂x
 2.27 

The subscript n in Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9 indicates neutral solutes. The λij terms 

are related to binary interactions between the neutral solutes and ions. No neutral solute specie 

are expected in this investigation. These terms have been omitted. 

In order to use the Pitzer equations, values are needed for several salt specific 

quasi-empirical parameters: βMX
(0)

, βMX
(1)

, CΦ, θij, and ψijk. The β-values and CMX
Φ  are related to 

binary and ternary solute interactions in a pure electrolyte, while θij, and ψijk are related to 

binary and ternary interactions in mixtures between ions of the same charge. The value of these 
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parameters were obtained from Harvie et al. and they are listed in Table 2.1, Table 2.2, and Table 

2.3. 

Table 2.1 Pure electrolyte solution parameter values 

Cation Anion 𝛃𝐌𝐗
(𝟎)

 𝛃𝐌𝐗
(𝟏)

 𝛃𝐌𝐗
(𝟐)

 𝐂𝐌𝐗
𝚽  

Na Cl 0.0765 0.2644 - 0.00127 

Na SO4 0.01958 1.113 - 0.00497 

Na HSO4 0.0454 0.398 - - 

Na OH 0.0864 0.253 - 0.0044 

H Cl 0.1775 0.2945 - 0.0008 

H SO4 0.0298 - - 0.0438 

H HSO4 0.2065 0.5556 - - 

H OH - - - - 

 

Table 2.2 Common-anion two electrolyte parameter values 

𝐜 𝐜′ 𝛉𝐜𝐜′ 𝛙𝐜𝐜′𝐂𝐥 𝛙𝐜𝐜′𝐒𝐎𝟒
 𝛙𝐜𝐜′𝐇𝐒𝐎𝟒

 𝛙𝐜𝐜𝐎𝐇
′  

Na H 0.036 −0.004 - −0.0129 - 

 

Table 2.3 Common-cation two-electrolyte parameter values 

𝐚 𝐚′ 𝛉𝐚𝐚′ 𝛙𝐚𝐚′𝐍𝐚 𝛙𝐚𝐚′𝐇 

Cl SO4 0.02 0.0014 - 

Cl HSO4 −0.006 −0.006 0.013 

Cl OH −0.050 −0.006 - 

SO4 HSO4 - −0.0094 - 

SO4 OH −0.013 −0.009 - 

HSO4 OH - - - 

 

DEGREES OF FREEDOM 

A complete system of equations is needed to model solution composition, i.e. the same 

number of equations as unknowns. There are eight unknowns in the sodium chloride system, i.e. 

concentrations and activity coefficients for H+, Na+, OH−, and Cl−. Six equations have been 

developed for this system: four Pitzer equations, the proton and hydroxide ion equilibrium 
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relation, and electroneutrality. Two degrees of freedom remain in this model. There are twelve 

unknowns in the sodium sulfate system and ten equations which also leaves two degrees of 

freedom. More information is needed to solve either system of equations. 

This could have been accomplished by measuring any two of the unknown values or any 

grouping of intrinsic solution properties relatable to an unknown. The systems of equations were 

closed here by measuring the solution pH and sodium concentration. The solution pH is related 

to the proton activity by: 

 pH =  −log (aH+) 2.28 

The measured sodium concentration eliminates one degree of freedom from each system. 

By measuring pH and including Equation 2.28 another degree of freedom was eliminated. 

Measuring sodium concentration and pH closed both systems of equations. 

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 

These composition models are highly non-liner systems of equations. These types of 

systems cannot be solved easily – guess and check methods are commonly used. Two 

constrained nonliner optimization functions native to the MatLab® Optimization Toolbox were 

used to solve these systems. Solver type, constrains, and algorithms were dependent on the salt 

type and system pH. For details on this implementation see Appendix A, which contains reprints 

of the Matlab® code.  

Simplifications were made when implementing these models in MatLab®. Sodium 

chloride solutions and sodium sulfate solutions with a pH ≥ 3.5 were solved using fminbnd and 

fmincon was used to solve sodium sulfate systems with pH < 3.5. If the solution pH > 7 then 

hydroxide molality was used as a master variable and the absolute difference between the 
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calculated and measured hydroxide activity was used as the objective function. The proton 

molality was used as the master variable in other systems solved with fminbnd and the difference 

between the measured and calculated proton activity was used as the objective function. When a 

solutions had a pH > 7 the concentration of proton was set to zero. Within this pH range the 

concentration of proton was always less than ≈ 1×10−7 M and the resulting errors were small 

[45]. Solutions with a pH <7 had the concentration of hydroxide ion set to zero. Using the water 

dissociation constant it can be shown that at pH <7 the concentration of hydroxide ion less than 

≈ 1×10−7 M and the resulting errors were small [45]. The dissociation constant of sulfuric acid is 

> 102 and the concentration of sulfuric acid, i.e. H2SO4, was set to zero. The solutions modeled 

were never acidic enough for this compound to be present in any significant quantity [45]. 

Sodium sulfate solutions with a pH <3.5 were solved with fmincon and both the proton 

and bisulfate molality was allowed to vary. This allowed the model converge more quickly. The 

first step in this computation was also designed to insure electroneutrality and gave the sulfate 

molality. The objective function used in this algorithm was the sum of the absolute values of the 

differences between calculated component actives and the appropriate permutation of the 

bisulfate equilibrium relation and the difference between the calculated and measured proton 

activities.  
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MODEL VALIDATION 

 

Figure 2.2 shows calculated and measured mean ion activity coefficients as a function of 

solute molality. The accuracy of the Pitzer activity coefficient implementation was validated 

using mean ion activity coefficient tables for sodium hydroxide, sodium sulfate, sodium chloride, 

hydrochloric acid, and sulfuric acids found in the 93rd edition of the CRC handbook [46]. The 

mean ion activity coefficient is given by: 

 γ± = (∏ γi
νi

i

)

1
∑ νii

 2.29 

Where γi is the activity coefficient of ion i, νi is its stoichiometric coefficient, and the 

superscript ± indicates the mean ion activity coefficient.  

Figure 2.2 Calculated (open markers) and measured [46] (closed 

markers) mean ion activity coefficients for hydrochloric acid (diamonds), 

sodium chloride (triangles pointing left), sodium hydroxide (squares), 

sodium sulfate (triangles pointing up), and sulfuric acid (circles) solutions 

as a function of molality 
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Figure 2.3 shows the calculated sulfate speciation and proton molality relative to 

published values. The speciation data was obtained from Robertson et al. who determined the 

state of the proton in aqueous sulfuric acid solutions using Raman spectral analysis [49]. The 

agreement between the calculated and published values was very good. 

Figure 2.3 Calculated (open markers) and measured [49] (closed 

markers) proton (circles), bisulfate (squares), and sulfate (triangles) 

molality (𝑚𝑖) as a function of bulk sulfuric acid molality (𝑚𝑇𝑜𝑡) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 2.4 a) Measured (closed markers) and calculated (open 

markers) acid concentrations, made from 30 mM (circles), 74 mM 

(triangles), and 198 mM (squares) sodium sulfate solutions flowing at 

1.2 cm s−1, as a function of current density (𝑗); b) Measured (closed 

markers) and calculated (open markers) base concentrations, made from 

30 mM (circles), 74 mM (triangles), and 198 mM (squares) sodium sulfate 

solutions flowing at 1.2 cm s−1, as a function of current density (𝑗) 
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Figure 2.4 shows application of models developed for the sodium sulfate system to mixed 

acids and bases produced from various concentration sodium sulfate solutions by BMED. The 

values represented by closed markers were derived from sulfate and sodium concentrations 

quantified using ICP-OES. Electroneutrality was used to calculate acid and base concentrations 

from the sodium and sulfate concentrations. Acid was defined as the sum of the bisulfate and 

proton concentrations, and base was consider the concentration of hydroxide ion. Measured pHs, 

sodium concentrations, and the models developed above were used to obtain the values indicated 

by open markers. Values derived from ICP-OES data and the values obtained from the model are 

in good agreement, and generally differ by less than 2 mM.  

CONCLUSION 

This study has shown that conservation principles, mass action laws, activity coefficient 

models, and measured data can be combined to accurately predict the composition of mixed 

acids and bases. The data used here, pH and sodium concentration, are collected easily on-site. 

The model developed here enables the use of common inexpensive equipment to determine the 

composition of mixed acids and bases, eliminating the need for off-site analysis, and enabling 

on-site acid and base production using BMED. 
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CHAPTER 3: PRODUCTION OF ACIDS AND BASES FROM BRINE WITH BMED 

INTRODUCTION 

Electrodialysis with bipolar membranes (BMED)  is an ion-exchange membrane 

separation process which entails the coupled transport of electrical charges (i.e., an electrical 

current) and mass (i.e., an- and cations) through a perm-selective membrane due to an externally 

applied electrical potential gradient [25]. Operation of a BMED stack results in the production of 

acids and bases from salt solutions. This research investigates using BMED to make acids and 

bases from brines produced during desalination and evaporative cooling, which contain between 

1,000 ppm and 30,000 ppm TDS.  

BMED operates on the same fundamental principles as electrodialysis (ED). However, 

these processes have different degrees of technical and commercial relevance and are in different 

states of development. Electrodialysis, for example, is a mature process with many interesting 

applications in water desalination and in the food and drug industry. By contrast, electrodialysis 

with bipolar membranes is an immature process that is more commonly used for processing and 

synthesis of high value commodities like wine and weak organic acids [25].  

BMED’s potential utility in water and wastewater treatment has long been recognized. 

Chauanhui et al. investigated the use of BMED to regenerate flue-gas desulfurizing agent. They 

found the process to be not only feasible but economically attractive [26]. Akse et al. considered 

BMED for on demand production of expendable regents for use in advanced life support systems 

(ALSS) of next generation space craft. This study found the production of strong bases to be a 

challenge [27]. In 2004, Schlicher et al. found that BMED could be used to regenerate bonding 

agents loaded with heavy metals [28]. And, in 1997, Mavrov et al. showed that BMED could be 
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successfully used to produce acids and bases from desalination brines and used in membrane 

pretreatment processes [29–33]. But, Mavrov et al. did not provide the information needed to 

assess the cost of using BMED in this application. While literature exists on using BMED to 

produce strong acids and bases from ≈ 1 M salt solutions [34–37], no prudent literature has been 

found on the production of acids and bases from solutions with salt content approximating RO 

and evaporative cooling concentrates, which typically contain ~ 100 mM salt.  

It is well known that acid, base, and feedstock composition have a significant impact on 

BMED stack operation. One objective of this investigation is to verify that acids and bases of 

sufficient strength for use in desalination, water treatment, and industrial processes can be made 

cost effectively from brines generated during desalination and evaporative cooling. A second 

objective is to establish the basic relationships between energy consumption, membrane area, 

reagent concentration, and brine concentration. Each of these relationships are fundamental to an 

understanding of process scalability. Within this context it will then be possible to discuss the 

cost of acid and base production from brine with BMED and decide if further investigation of its 

application is warranted. 

MONO-POLAR ION-EXCHANGE MEMBRANES 

There are two basic classes of ion-exchange membranes: cation-exchange membranes, 

and anion-exchange membranes. Like ion-exchange resin, ion-exchange membranes are made of 

a swollen matrix of polymer and ionogenic moieties. Unlike ion-exchange resin, ion-exchange 

membranes generally take the form of a sheet, not a bead. The distinction between anion- and 

cation-exchange membranes comes from ionogenic moiety polarity. Anion-exchange membranes 

are comprised of positively charged functional groups, while cation-exchange membranes are 

comprised of negatively charged functional groups. 
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Figure 3.1 is a schematic representation of a cation-exchange membrane microstructure at 

equilibrium with a monovalent electrolyte solution. It shows the negatively charged moieties, i.e. 

fixed ions, immobilized on the polymer matrix. Mobile, primarily cationic, ions fill the 

interstitial space of the polymer matrix. Mobile ions of a polarity opposite those fixed to the 

polymer matrix are referred to as counterions. Mobile ions with same polarity as the fixed ions 

are referred to as coions. Coions are partially excluded from the matrix interstices because they 

have the same polarity as the fixed ions. This results in an unfavorable columbic interaction 

between the two species, a phenomenon known as Donnan exclusion [50–52]. 

BIPOLAR MEMBRANES 

Bipolar membranes are ion-exchange membranes that have cationic and anionic fixed 

charges. These fixed charges are not intermingled, they form distinct layers arranged in parallel. 

Figure 3.1 Schematic drawing illustrating the structure of a 

cation-exchange membrane 
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A so-call transition region is formed between these two layers. The fixed charges change from 

cationic to anionic across the transition region. If there are no salt ions in this transition region, 

the cation-exchange layer is oriented facing a cathode, and an electric potential gradient is 

applied then transport of electrical charge across the bipolar membrane is accomplished solely by 

protons and hydroxide ions. The dissociation equilibrium of water maintains ≈ 10−7 M of proton 

and hydroxide ion in the transition region. Some modern membranes are constructed with an 

intermediate layer, between the anion-exchange and cation-exchange layers, that contains a 

water dissociation catalyst. This catalysts serves to maintain the proton and hydroxide ion 

concentration in the transition region near 10−7 M at high current densities.  
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WATER DISSOCIATION IN BIPOLAR MEMBRANES 

Figure 3.2 will be used to illustrate a process known as electrodialytic water splitting. It 

shows an anion- and cation-exchange layer arranged between a pair of electrodes with the 

cation-exchange layer facing the negatively polarized cathode. Establishing an electrical 

Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram illustrating 

the principle of electrodialytic water dissociation in 

bipolar membranes 
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potential difference between the anode and cathode will remove salt ions (𝑀𝑋) from the region 

between the ion-exchange membranes. At some point all of the salt will be removed and proton 

and hydroxide ion become the only available charge carriers. The concentration of proton and 

hydroxide ion between the anion- and cation-exchange layers will be kept around 1 x 10−7 M by 

the dissociation equilibrium of water. The water dissociation equilibrium is given in 

Equation 3.1. A bipolar membrane is obtained as the distance between the ion-exchange 

membranes depicted in Figure 3.2 is taken to zero. 

 2H2O ⇌ H3O+ + OH− 3.1 

LIMITING CURRENT DENSITY OF A BIPOLAR MEMBRANE 

The limiting current density of a bipolar membrane (BLCD) is reached when salt in the 

transition region can no longer support the applied current density [53–58]. Below the BLCD, a 

significant portion of the current is carried across a bipolar membrane by salt diffusing into and 

then migrating out of the transition region between the anion-exchange layer and 

cation-exchange layer. Above the BLCD, the rate of salt ion migration out of the transition 

region can no longer be compensated by salt diffusion, resulting in increased resistance and 

enhanced water dissociation [53–58]. 

BMED OPERATING PRINCIPLES 

BMED is an ion-exchange membrane separation process which entails the coupled 

transport of electrical charges (i.e., an electrical current) and mass (i.e., an- and cations) through 

a perm-selective membrane due to an externally applied electrical potential gradient [25]. The 

principles of this process are illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
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Multiple parallel compartments are formed within a BMED stack by interposing a 

repeating arrangement of bipolar membranes (bpm), anion-exchange membranes (am), and 

cation-exchange membranes (cm) between a pair of electrodes, i.e. the positively charged anode 

and negatively charged cathode. An electric field is established within the stack by applying a 

potential difference across the electrode pair. This filed drives the motion of cations (M+) and 

anions (X−), carried by the salt solution into the stack’s central compartment, toward the 

negatively charged cathode and positively charged anode, respectively. At the same time, the 

electric field also drives the migration of hydroxide ions (OH−) and protons (H+) out of the 

bipolar membrane and toward anode and cathode, respectively. The concentration of H+ and OH−
 

in the bipolar membrane is kept near 1×10-7 M by self-dissociation of water, as shown in 

Equation 3.1. 

Figure 3.3 Schematic drawing illustrating the production of acids and 

bases form the corresponding salts by electrodialysis with bipolar membranes 
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Base compartments are formed between a cation-exchange membranes and the 

anion-exchange layer of a bipolar membranes, and acid compartments are formed between 

anion-exchange membranes and the cation-exchange layer of bipolar membranes. The diluate 

compartments are formed between pairs of anion- and cation-exchange membranes. Base is 

formed as hydroxide ions migrate through the anion exchange layer of the bipolar membrane 

toward cations passing through an adjacent cation-exchange membrane. Donnan exclusion 

inhibits hydroxide transport through the cation-exchange membrane, thus hydroxide accumulates 

in base compartments. Acid forms and accumulates in the acid compartments in the same 

manner. The net result of this process is the production of acid, base, and a diluate in each 

so-called three compartment unit cell. 

UNIT CELL 

 

Figure 3.4 Schematic drawing illustrating one possible 

definition of a BMED stack three chamber unit cell 
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A single BMED stack is comprised of a multitude of three chamber unit cells interposed 

in parallel between a pair of electrodes. A unit cell is defined here as the simplest arrangement of 

membranes that when repeated in parallel will describe the bulk structure of the electrodialysis 

stack. Commercial BMED stacks contain upwards of 200 unit cells [25].  Unit cells do not need 

to naturally produce the electrode compartments when repeated. There are also multiple ways to 

define a unit cell.  

 

One possible definition of the BMED stack unit cell is indicated by the dashed line in 

Figure 3.3, and is shown schematically in Figure 3.4. It consists of three chambers formed by a 

pair of anion- and cation-exchange membranes arranged between the individual layers of a 

bipolar membrane. In this manner, the acid chamber is formed between the negatively charged 

cation-exchange layer of a bipolar membrane and the anion-exchange membrane, and the base 

Figure 3.5 Schematic drawing illustrating one possible 

definition of a BMED stack three chamber unit cell 
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chamber is formed between the cation exchange membrane and the positively charged anion-

exchange layer of the bipolar membrane. 

A second possible definition of a BMED stack unit cell is shown in Figure 3.5. This 

definition of a unit cell consists of a cation exchange membrane arranged between an anion-

exchange membrane and a bipolar membrane. When repeated in parallel, the acid streams seen 

on the far left and far right of the diagram will overlap, forming a single, and complete acid 

chamber. 

MASS TRANSPORT 

 

Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram illustrating the mass transport in 

a BMED unit cell due to advection and diffusion in the x-direction 

and due to electromigration and diffusion in the z-direction 
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Figure 3.6 is a schematic depicting the unit cell of a sheet flow BMED stack with 

compartments of identical geometry containing co-current flows under identical hydraulic 

conditions. This configuration is common in practice. Hydrodynamically equivalent flows 

experience a nearly identical pressure drop across compartments of identical geometry; thus, 

trans-membrane pressure and hydrodynamic flow through defects in membranes and the stack 

manifold will be kept to a minimum. 

A salt solution of concentration CS enters the bottom of each compartment and then, with 

a different composition, exits through the top: a mixed acid of concentration CA, a mixed base of 

concentration CB, and a salt solution of concentration CD. The composition change across each 

compartment is due to an electric current flowing in the negative z-direction; similarly, a 

concentration gradient develops in the direction of flow, i.e. along the x-coordinate. Diffusive 

flux in the x-direction is negligible when compared to advection – it can be neglected [25]. Mass 

flux in the z-direction is dictated by migration due to an applied electric field and diffusion 

driven by concentration gradients. Concentration gradients develop within the laminar boundary 

layers that form at membrane-solution interfaces. These gradients serve to drive a diffusive flux 

into the diluate side of the cation- and anion-exchange membranes and toward the center of the 

acid and base compartments. At steady state, the total mass flux in the z-direction is constant 

along the entire z-axis at a given x-coordinate. This flux can be described by a mass balance 

considering the water dissociation rate within the bipolar membrane and all mass fluxes. 
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Figure 3.7 depicts the concentration profile at an x-coordinate some distance from the cell 

entrance and exit. Here it has been assumed that the solutions are well mixed everywhere except 

in the boundary layers extending from the membrane surfaces. In practice, mixing is accomplish 

Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram illustrating the concentration 

and electrical potential profiles in a BMED unit cell with 

compartments of identical geometry 
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with baffles or a mesh which promotes turbulence within the flow channel. Flow in the boundary 

layers remains laminar. The electrical properties of the ion-exchange membrane repress coion 

transport resulting in a greater counterion flux across the membrane than in solution. 

Consequently, the electrolyte concentration decreases toward diluate-membrane interfaces and 

increases toward acid-membrane and base-membrane interfaces. In a permselective 

ion-exchange membrane, the concentration of mobile ions is to a first approximation equal to 

fixed charge concentration. The fixed charge concentrations is approximately constant across the 

membrane. Thus, ion transport in the membrane and well mix solutions occurs by migration, and 

in the laminar boundary layers ion transport occurs by diffusion and migration. These transport 

mechanisms are different since the transport resistance of the solutions and the membranes are 

different. 

As shown in Figure 3.7, the total potential drop across the unit cell is the summed total of 

the potential drops across all solutions, membranes, and boundary layers. In this figure, a sharp 

change in potential between solution and membrane represents the Donnan potential. There is a 

sharp increase at the anion-exchange membrane, which has fixed positive charge, and a sharp 

decrease at the cation-exchange membrane. Potential gradients due to Donnan potentials do not 

drive mass flux, they appear as an electromotive force (EMF) that must be overcome by the 

applied potential [59].  

DONNAN EQUILIBRIUM  

An ion-exchange membrane is at equilibrium with an electrolyte solution when the 

electrochemical potential of all ions are equal in both phases. The electrochemical potential of an 

ion is composed of two additive terms: chemical potential, and electrical potential. Equation 3.2 

must hold for each ion at equilibrium: 
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 ηi
M = ηi

S = μi
M + ziFϕM = μi

S + ziFϕS 3.2 

Where ηi is the electrochemical potential, μi is the chemical potential, zi is the ion 

valence, F is Faraday’s constant, ϕ is the electrical potential, and super scripts M and S refer to 

the membrane and solution phases, respectively. At constant temperature and pressure the 

chemical potential of an ion is only a function of its activity and molar volume. It is given by: 

 μi = RTln(ai) + ViP 3.3 

Here R is the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, ai is the ion activity, Vi is 

molar volume, and P is the thermodynamic pressure. Substituting Equation 3.3 into Equation 3.2 

and solving for the difference in electrical potential yields the following equation: 

 ϕDon = ϕM − ϕS =
1

ziF
[RTln (

ai
S

ai
M

) + Vi(PS − PM)] 3.4 

The electrical potential difference between the membrane and solution phase is referred 

to as Donnan potential (ϕDon) [60]. The swelling pressure, i.e. PS − PM, can be considered the 

osmotic pressure between solution and membrane [60], which is given by the following: 

 Δπ = PM − PS =
RT

VW

ln (
aW

M

aW
S

) 3.5 

Where Δπ is the osmotic pressure and the subscript 𝑊 indicates water. Substituting 

Equation 3.5 into Equation 3.4 yields the following: 

 ϕDon = ϕM − ϕS =
1

ziF
[RTln (

ai
S

ai
M

) + ViΔπ] 3.6 

The Donnan potential cannot be measured directly; however, given the thermodynamic 

state of a system it can be calculated using Equation 3.6. 
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The numerical value of the Donnan potential is independent of which ion is used in its 

calculation. This fact was used to derive the following equation: 

 
1

zaF
[RTln (

aa
S

aa
M

) + VaΔπ] =
1

zcF
[RTln (

ac
S

ac
M

) + VcΔπ] 3.7 

Here the subscripts a and c indicate anion and cation. For a strong electrolyte, i.e. 

completely dissociated, the following hold: 

 zaνa = zcνc 3.8 

and, 

 VS = νaVa + νcVc 3.9 

Where ν is the stoichiometric coefficient of the ion in the salt and the subscript s 

indicates salt. Making use of these equations the following is obtained: 

 (
aa

S

aa
M

)

1
za

(
ac

M

ac
S

)

1
zc

= exp (−
ΔπVs

RTzcνc
) 3.10 

This equation is the general thermodynamic form of Donnan equilibrium for the sorption 

of an electrolyte by and ion-exchange membrane at equilibrium with a solution containing a 

single salt.  

In the membrane and solution electroneutrality prevails such that: 

 zcouCcou
M = Cfix

M + zcoCco
M  3.11 

and, 

 zcouCcou
S = −zcoCco

S  3.12 

Where Cfix is the concentration fixed charges in the ion-exchange membrane, Ccou is the 

concentration of ions with a charge opposite the fixed charges, and Cco is the concentration of 
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ions with the same charge as the fixed charges. Substituting Equation 3.11 and Equation 3.12 

into Equation 3.10 and rewriting ion activity as the product of concentration and activity 

coefficient (γi) yields the following: 

 (
Cco

S

Cco
M

)

1
zco

(
Cfix + zcoCco

M

zcouCcou
S

)

1
zcou

= (
γco

M

γco
S

)

1
zco

(
γcou

S

γcou
M

)

1
zcou

exp (−
ΔπVs

RT|zco|νco
) 3.13 

This equation gives the distribution of co- and counter ions between solution and the 

membrane as a function of fixed charge concentration. Under the relevant conditions it can be 

shown that the exponential term is ≈ 1 [25]. By substituting in the mean ion activity coefficient, 

as defined in Equation 2.29, and noting that Cco
M ≪ Cfixed

M  Equation 3.13 simplifies to the 

following: 

 Cco
M =

Cs
S

Cfix
(

γ±
S

γ±
M

)

2

 3.14 

Equation 3.14 is only an approximation but it clearly shows the inverse relationship 

between coion and fix ion concentration. It also shows that the coion concentration will increase 

in the membrane as the concentration of salt adjacent to the membrane increases. 

TRANSPORT NUMBER 

The portion of the current carried across a BMED stack by a specific type of ion is called 

a transport number (ti), which is given by: 

 ti =
ji

∑ jkk
 3.15 

Here ji is the current density of the ith ion.  

The transport number of an ion is related to molar flux by: 
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 ti =
ziNi

∑ zkNkk
 3.16 

Where Ni is the molar flux of the ith ion and zi is its valence. 

All forms of ion transport are incorporated Ni, e.g. diffusion, advection, migration. 

However, in a system at steady state, current in an electrolyte solution is sustained by 

electromigrating ions. Steady state electromigration is always coupled with the production and 

destruction of charged species. Thus, steady state electromigration does not result in charge 

accumulation and an ever growing electrical potential gradient. While other transport phenomena 

are associated with transient currents, they are no associated with charge transport at steady state. 

Equation 3.17 gives the transport number only as a function of parameters related to 

transport my electromigration: 

Here Ci is the concentration of the ith ion and ui is its mobility. The driving force for 

electromigration, an electric field, is the same for each ion at a given point; thus, it drops out of 

Equation 3.17. 

CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION 

Anion and cation transport numbers are to a first approximation equal in solution. Both 

carry roughly equivalent portions of a current. Charge transport across well mixed portions of the 

acid, base, and diluate compartments is accomplished by migrating anions and cations. 

Ion transport numbers change sharply at the membrane surface. In a perm-selective 

ion-exchange membrane the counterion transport number is ≈ 1, but in solution it is ≈ 0.5. For 

example, in a potassium chloride solution, potassium and chloride will carry approximately equal 

 ti =
|zi|ciui

∑ |zj|cjujj

 3.17 
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portions of the current. Thus, in solution, potassium has a transport number ≈ 0.5. However, in a 

cation-exchange membrane potassium would carry almost all of the current and have a transport 

number ≈ 1. The transport number of potassium changes from ≈ 0.5 to ≈ 1 between the solution 

and the cation-exchange membrane. 

As a result of this difference in transport number, concentration gradients develop in the 

boundary layers extending from membrane surfaces. These gradients drive diffusion toward the 

membrane in the diluate compartment and away from the membrane in the acid and base 

compartments. For example, counter ions in the diluate compartment will have a transport 

number ≈ 0.5 and carry about half of the current to the membrane surface. The counterion 

transport number in the membrane is ≈ 1, which means that charge is transported across the 

ion-exchange membrane almost exclusively by counterions. The rate of counterion transport to 

the membrane surface is about half the rate of counterion transport rate through the membrane. 

As a result, the concentration of counterion at the membrane surface decreases. The 

concentration of coions similarly decrease due to electroneutrality restrictions, and a 

concentration gradient develops toward the membrane surface.  

Transport to the membrane surface and through the membrane are consecutive processes. 

At steady state, consecutive processes must occur at the same rate. Thus, the concentration 

gradient will continue to grow toward the ion-exchange membrane until the combined transport 

due to migration and diffusion on the solution side balances the rate of migration through the 

membrane.  

Similarly, counterions arrive in the acid and base compartments faster than they migrate 

away. Thus, the concentration of electrolyte at the membrane surface increases and a gradient 
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develops driving diffusion away from the membrane surface. This increase and decrease in 

electrolyte concentration at membrane surfaces is known as concentration polarization. 

COION TRANSPORT 

Coion transport across an ion-exchange membrane can result by diffusion and migration. 

The solutions in the acid, base, and diluate compartments are all different, and concentration 

gradients exist between compartments. These concentration gradients drive coion transport by 

diffusion. The applied potential gradient that drives counterion migration also drives coion 

migration. The applied potential gradient drives coions found in an ion exchange membrane 

through it.  

Donnan exclusion of coions from permselective ion-exchange membranes decreases the 

rate of coion transport. Electrical interactions between fixed ions in ion-exchange membranes 

and coions are energetically unfavorable. As a result, the concentration of coions in the 

membrane remains low. The rate of ion migration is proportional to concentration. Low coion 

concentration in the ion-exchange membrane results in low migration rates. Coion diffusion 

through ion-exchange membranes is driven by concentration gradients. Due to Donnan 

exclusion, membrane coion concentration changes from one low value at one surface to another 

low value at the other surface. Donnan exclusion of coions prevents the development of large 

concentration gradients, limiting the rate of coion diffusion. 

Concentration polarization increases the rate of coion transport though ion exchange 

membranes. Equation 3.14 shows that the coion concentration in the ion-exchange membrane 

increases and decreases with the concentration of electrolyte adjacent to the ion-exchange 

membrane. Concentration polarization refers to an increased electrolyte concentration at the 

membrane surface in the acid and base chambers and a decreased electrolyte concentration at the 
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membrane surface in the diluate compartment. These changes in concentration at the membrane 

surfaces also increase and decrease the coion concentration. The increased coion concentration in 

the acid and base side of the ion-exchange membranes results in increased electromigration rates. 

This increased concentration and the attendant decreased coion concentration on the diluate side 

of the membrane result in larger concentration gradients and increased diffusion rates.  

LIMITING CURRENT DENSITY IN A DILUATE COMPARTMENT 

The limiting current density in the diluate (LCD) compartment is caused by concentration 

polarization. It is reached when the concentration of salt at the diluate facing membrane surface 

is driven to zero. At this point ions are no longer available to carry charge across the membrane 

and the resistance of the boundary layer drastically increases[61–65]. Exceeding the limiting 

current density in the diluate compartment also results in enhanced water dissociation at the 

membrane-solution interface and drastically increases energy consumption [61–65]. 

CURRENT UTILIZATION 

The fraction of current going to reagent production is called current utilization (𝛏i). It can 

be calculated using the expression given in Equation [25]: 

 ξi =
FCibiUi

Aj
 3.18 

Where i indicates acid or base, F is Faraday’s constant, Ci is reagent normality (i.e. 

concentration in Eq L−1), bi is area normal to reagent flow, Ui is reagent flow velocity, A is the 

apparent area of a unit cell, and j is the applied current density. ξi is a measure of process 

efficiency and can only take values between 0 and 1. A value of 1 indicates that all of the applied 

current goes to producing reagent i; a value of 0 indicates that reagent i is not produced. The 
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calculated acid ξi does not have to be equal to that calculated for base, even if they are made at 

the same time.  

 Ci =
ξiAj

FbiUi
 3.19 

Equation 3.19 was derived from Equation 3.18. It gives the reagent concentration as a 

function of stack design (i.e., A, and bi) and operating (i.e., j, ξi, and Ui) parameters. For a given 

stack design, reagent velocity, and by setting ξi to 1, Equation 3.19 gives the maximum reagent 

concentration as a function of current density. 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

It is convenient to normalize the amount of electrical energy consumed making acids and 

bases with BMED by the mass of chemical made. The purchase prices of chemicals are 

commonly quoted per unit mass. Normalizing the amount of electrical energy consumed during 

BMED in this way simplifies costs comparisons. Molar energy (E), i.e. electrical energy per unit 

mass of acid or base, was calculate by dividing the electrical power dissipation (IΔΨ) by the 

production rate of chemical in moles per unit time (QiCi), as shown in Equation 3.20: 

 E =
IΔΨ

Qi Ci
 3.20 

Where I is the total current, ΔΨ is the potential drop across the BMED stack, i indicates 

acid or base, Ci is the concentration in terms of equivalent per unit volume, and Qi is the 

volumetric flow rate. This formula attributes electrical energy dissipation only to the production 

of acid or base, but both are produced simultaneously. It is important to account for this fact 

while interpreting the figures that follow. 
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Once steady state has been reached, the stack resistance can be calculated by dividing the 

applied voltage by the applied current. For example, 1 A at 20 V gives a stack resistance of 20 Ω. 

Calculating electrical power in terms of resistance is convenient because stack resistance is 

easily connected to hydrodynamic conditions and intrinsic solution, membrane, and electrode 

properties. The electrical power dissipated across the BMED stack in terms of resistance is given 

by the following: 

 Power =
I2ΔΨ

I
= I2R 3.21 

Molar energy in terms of resistance can then be calculated by the following: 

 E =
I2R

CiQi
 3.22 

It is illustrative to re-write molar energy in terms of current utilization. This can be 

accomplished by substituting Equation 3.19 into Equation 3.22 which yields the following: 

 E =
I2R

ξiAj
FbiUi

Qi

 
3.23 

Noticing that Aj, which is the product of active membrane area and current density, is 

equal to I, and that biUi , the product of area normal to flow and flow velocity, is equivalent to Qi 

simplifications can be made which lead to:  

 E =
FIR

ξi
 3.24 

Where F is Faraday’s constant, I is applied current, R is stack resistance at steady state, 

and ξi is current utilization for acid or base production. This equation makes it clear that energy 

consumption is dominated by three parameters: applied current, stack resistance, and current 

utilization.   
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

MATERIALS 

All solutions were made using ACS grade sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sodium chloride 

(NaCl), and hydrochloric acid (HCl) from Fisher Scientific and 18 MΩ distilled water. 
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BMED EXPERIMENTS 

 

Figure 3.8 is a block flow diagram (BFD) of the acid and base production system used 

during this investigation. Feed solutions were made in a stirred 55 gal drum. The HDPE drum 

was purchased from US Plastics and stirred with a Dayton® PPT4GU01G barrel mixer having a 

Figure 3.8 Block flow diagram of acid and base production process 
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316-SS propeller. A side stream was drawn from the feed barrel and passed through the tube side 

of a stainless steel GEA heat exchanger, model NP 2-14. Ethanol in distilled water, 40%by 

volume, recirculated between the shell side of the heat exchanger and a Laird MRC 300 chiller 

maintaining the barrel temperature at 25±1 ℃. 

The feed solution was pumped through the BMED stack using two Yamaha 80 W pool 

pumps placed in series. A 1 μm bag pre-filter was placed prior to a rotameter manifold. All 

rotameters were made by Key Instruments and were designed for use with water at 25 ℃. They 

had integral valves, acrylic bodies, stainless steel fittings, and viton O-rings. In order to 

accurately measure a range of flow rates, rotameters with a 0 to 120 ccm flow rate range or 0 to 

3000 ccm flow rate range were used, both sizes were ±3%accurate. They were spot checked 

using graduated cylinders and stopwatches.  

Feed solutions were split into four streams as they passed through the rotameter 

manifold: acid, base, diluate, and electrode rinse. The same feed solution passed through all 

compartments. The volumetric flow rate in the acid, base, and diluate compartments were equal. 

Experiments were conducted at two volumetric flow rates: 500 ccm, and 120 ccm. The electrode 

rinse passed through both anode and cathode compartments at 1.5 lpm. 

Acids and bases were produced during a single pass through a PCCell ED Q 380 

electrodialysis cell unit acquired from PCCell GmbH. The cell housing was made of 

polypropylene and had 380 cm2 of active membrane area. Membrane spacers made of silicone 

and polypropylene mesh were placed between each membrane pair forming 195×195×0.5 mm 

flow channels. The electrode-membrane spacing was approximately 2 mm. The cathode was 

made of an expanded stainless steel mesh and the anode was made of expanded titanium mesh 

with a platinum-iridium coating.  
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All of the membranes were Neosepta® brand, made by the Tokuyama Corporation, and 

acquired from Amerida L.L.C, a subsidiary of the ASTOM Corporation: ACM anion-exchange 

membranes, CMB-H cation-exchange membranes, and BP-1 bipolar membranes. When not in 

use, the membranes were kept in the dark and stored in 5% NaCl solutions containing 100 ppm 

sodium azide. Eight unit cells were constructed in the stack and both ends were terminated with 

cation exchange membranes.  

All acid and base production experiments were performed galvanostatically using a 

Xantrex® XRT 40-21 power supply at cell currents between 1 A and 10 A, corresponding to 

current densities of 0.26 mA cm−2 and 26 mA cm−2. Current and potential values displayed by 

the power supply were spot checked using a Fluke® model 117 digital multimeter.  

After passing through the stack, the acid, base, and diluate streams were discharged to a 

second 55 gal HPDE drum, the so-called waste drum. The electrode rinse solutions were 

recirculated to the feed tank after passing through a custom degasser and a 10 in Omnifilter® 

housing containing a Penteck® block carbon filter. The custom degasser was made from 1 in 

PVC pipe and a float vent. The block-carbon filter served to degrade hypochlorite formed as the 

electrode rinse solution passed through the anode compartment. The concentration of 

hypochlorite in the feed barrel was spot checked using an HDX brand pool test kit and never 

exceeded 0.5 ppm, which was the test kit detection limit.  

Samples were simultaneously drawn from the acid, base, dilute, feed, and electrode wash 

streams in. The pH, conductivity, and temperature of each sample was measured using an 

AquaPro 9156APWP epoxy body pH probe, an Accument® two-cell conductivity and 

temperature sensor, and a Symphony® model SB90M5 bench top multi-meter. All probes were 

calibrated daily. 
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Before samples were taken, the BMED stack was given a minimum of 10 min to come to 

steady state, which corresponds to between 8 and 33 empty bed volumes. The approached to 

steady state was monitored with current and potential readings taken every minute.  

SODIUM ANALYSIS 

Acid, base, diluate, electrode rinse, and feed solutions samples were stored in 15 mL 

polypropylene centrifuge tubes with screw tops obtained from Thermo Fisher. Prior to 

quantitative analysis using Perkin Elmer Optima 2100 DV inductively coupled plasma optical 

emission spectrophotometer (ICP-OES) all samples were diluted 1:99 with 18.2 MΩ ultra-pure 

water (UPW). Samples were analyzed in triplicate at 589.592 nm. The triplicate mean was taken 

as the analyte concentration. 

SOLUTION COMPOSITION MODELING 

Solution composition models developed in Chapter 2 were used here to predict the 

composition of mixed acids and bases produced with BMED. These models could accurately 

predict solution composition given only measured pH and sodium concentration values. Consult 

the Chapter 2 and Appendix A for more detail on these models.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

PROCESS VALIDATION 
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Figure 3.9 a) The concentration of acid, made from 49 mM 

(crosses), 95 mM (squares), 118 mM (asterisks), 192 mM (triangles), 

236 mM (crosses), and 390 mM (circles) sodium chloride solutions, 

flowing at 1.2 cm s−1 (lineal markers) or 0.25 cm s−1 (geometric markers), 

as a function of current density (𝑗). The concentration of acid , derived 

from a mass balance, assuming 100 % current utilization and an interstitial 

velocity of 0.25 cm s−1 (solid line) or 1.2 cm s−1 (dot dashed line); b) The 

concentration of base, made from 49 mM (crosses), 95 mM (squares), 

118 mM (asterisks), 192 mM (triangles), 236 mM (crosses), and 390 mM 

(circles) sodium chloride solutions, flowing at 1.2 cm s−1 (lineal markers) 

or 0.25 cm s−1 (geometric markers), as a function of current density (𝑗). 

The concentration of base, derived from a mass balance, assuming 100 % 

current utilization and an interstitial velocity of 0.25 cm s−1 (solid line) or 

1.2 cm s−1 (dot dash line) 
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A primary objective of this investigation was verifying that BMED could be used cost 

effectively to make acids and bases from brines produced during desalination and evaporative 

cooling. The data presented in Figure 3.10 show that acids and bases were produced from 48 mM 

to 390 mM sodium chloride solutions in a single pass through the BMED stack described above. 

The salt content of these solutions spans the salt concentration range expected in desalination and 

evaporative cooling brines. The most concentrated acids and bases made from each solution are 

listed in Table 3.1. More concentrated acids and bases were made at the lower flow velocity due 

to longer residence times, greater salt concentrations, and larger current densities.  

As a result of hydroxide transport across the cation-exchange membranes, acid 

concentrations and production efficiencies were always slightly higher than those for the 

corresponding base. Hydroxide transport increased the pH of the diluate stream, but never by 

more than ≈ 5 mM. Despite differences in efficiency and concentration, acid and base production 

shared the same trends with respect to current density, reagent concentration, and feed salt 

concentration.  

Table 3.1 The most concentrated acids and bases made at differenct flow velocites (𝑈), 

feed sodium chloride concentrations (𝐶), and current densities (𝑗)  

U / cm s−1 C / mM j / mA cm−2 Acid / mM Base / mM 

1.2 49 8.6 24 20 

1.2 118 13.2 42 39 

1.2 236 13.2 42 40 

0.25 48 3.2 39 37 

0.25 95 5.8 73 69 

0.25 192 12.1 148 144 

0.25 390 26.3 303 299 

 

The solid and dot-dashed lines seen in both Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b were calculated 

using Equation 3.19 assuming 100%current utilization (ξ) and flow velocities of 0.25 cm s−1 and 
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1.2 cm s−1, respectively. They give the most concentrated acid and base concentrations that could 

have been generated as a function of current density, i.e. the concentration of acids and bases 

made with 100%ξ. Acid and base production at 1.2 cm s−1 proceeded with near 100% ξ up to the 

limiting current density in the diluate compartment (LCD). Exceeding the LCD significantly, and 

abruptly, reduced acid and base ξ. This decrease was due to the onset of enhanced water 

dissociation at the ion-exchange membrane-diluate solution interfaces. Hydroxide ions and 

protons formed at these interfaces were quickly transferred to the acid and base compartments 

where they produced water and lowered acid and base ξ.  

As a result of boundary layer mass transfer effects, acid and base production was less 

efficient at the low flow velocity: 0.25 cm s−1. These boundary layer mass transfer effects 

resulted in increased concentration polarization, which decreased the magnitude of the LCD and 

increased the rate of coion transport. Exceeding the LCD and increased coion transport both 

decrease current utilization. 

However, current utilization never dropped below 75 %, even as the concentration of acid 

and base approached 75% the concentration of salt in the diluate feed. With identical acid, base, 

and diluate flow rates and in absents of coion leakage, the acid and base concentrations could not 

exceed the concentration of salt in the diluate feed. Under these conditions, the concentration of 

salt in the diluate feed was equal to the maximum attainable concentration of acid and base. 

Stronger acids and base were made more efficiently from more concentrated sodium chloride 

solutions; thus, during single pass production, the concentration of acid and base was limited by 

the concentration of salt in the diluate feed. 

Akse et al. found that the concentration of base was limited by the rate of coion leakage 

across the ion-exchange membranes [27]. Coion leakage rates are primarily determined by the 
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ion-exchange membranes properties. The ion-exchange membranes used by Akse et al. and those 

used here were not the same. Akse et al. used CR67 HMR cation-exchange membranes and 

AR204SXZR412 anion-exchange membranes, which were both made by Ionics. The bipolar 

membranes used here were manufactured by Aquatics. 

The rate of hydroxide leakage is also dependent on its transport number, which decreases 

with the ion mole fraction. In the experiments presented here, a salt solution was fed into the 

base compartment and base production occurred in single pass. By contrast, Akse et al. 

recirculated the base stream in a closed loop. In this study, the transport number of hydroxide at 

a given base concentration was depressed feeding the base chambers with a sodium chloride 

solution during single pass base production. These differences likely resulted in the production of 

more concentrated base during this investigation.  
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Data in Figure 3.10a shows that while operating the BMED at current densities between 

the BLCD and LCD acid and base production efficiency was at its highest and concentration was 

Figure 3.10 a) The concentration (𝐶) of acid (closed markers) and 

base (open markers), made from 49 mM (squares), 118 mM (triangles), 

and 236 mM (circles) sodium chloride solutions flowing at 1.2 cm s−1, as a 

function of electrical energy dissipation (𝐸); b) The concentration (𝐶) of 

acid (closed markers) and base (open markers), made from 48 mM 

(diamonds), 95 mM (squares), 192 mM (triangles), and 390 mM (circles) 

sodium chloride solutions flowing at 0.25 cm s−1, as a function of 

electrical energy dissipation (𝐸) 
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linearly dependent on molar energy. At a given current density, acid and base molar energy 

differences were the result of slightly different degrees of current utilization. The constants of 

proportionality relating concentration to molar energy increased with the concentration of salt in 

the feed. This dependence on feed salt concentration resulted from lower proton and hydroxide 

ion transport numbers when the acids and bases were made from more saline feed solutions.  

The dataset indicated by square markers in Figure 3.10a clearly shows the effect of 

exceeding the LCD on molar energy. As the acid and base concentrations neared 21 mM, the 

LCD was exceeded and molar energy dissipation jumped sharply. The LCD was not exceeded in 

other feed solutions, i.e. 118 mM and 236 mM, flowing at 1.2 cm s−1. 

Due to boundary layer mass transfer effects at 0.25 cm s−1, the LCD was exceeded in salt 

solutions containing up to 390 mM sodium chloride. Thicker boundary layers at the lower flow 

velocity decrease boundary layer mass transfer, increasing concentration polarization. Current 

efficiencies at 0.25 cm s−1 were typically 10%to 20%lower than those at 1.2 cm s−1.  

Acid and base production was more energy efficient at the lower flow velocity despite 

less current utilization. Operating the stack at the lower flow velocity allowed longer residence 

times. With a longer residence time, more concentrated acids and bases can be produced at a 

lower current density. Lowering the flow rate by a factor of ≈ 5 decreased current utilization by 

≈ 50%– at most. The current density needed to make a given acid at the lower flow rate was 2.5 

times lower. Molar energy dissipation is proportional to current density, so more concentrated 

acids and bases can made more cost effectively by increasing stream residence time and lowering 

the applied current. 
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With a longer process path length, longer residence times can be achieved at higher flow 

velocities. Current utilization increases with flow velocity. By increasing the process path length 

and flow velocity, acid and base production can proceed cost effectively at low current density. 

At all current densities and flow velocities, the costs for making acids and bases was 

significantly lower than purchasing acids and bases. Table 3.2 lists f.o.b. unit costs, unit energy 

equivalents, and minimum order sizes for technical grade acids and bases derived from vendor 

estimates found on Alibaba.com. The unit costs presented in Table 3.2 are representative of the 

minimum an industrial or municipal entities would expect to pay. These costs are derived from 

f.o.b. prices, which do not include the cost of marine freight transport, insurance, unloading, or 

transportation from the port of arrival to the final destination, and they are for very large orders.  

Table 3.2 Minimum order sizes, f.o.b. unit costs, and f.o.b. unit energy equivalents, 

calculated assuming an energy cost of $0.066 kWh−1, for technical grade acids and bases derived 

from vendor quotes found on Alibaba.com 

Chemical Min. Order / Ton Unit Cost / $ mol−1 Molar Energy / kWh mol−1 

31% HCl 20 0.033 0.50 

93% H2SO4 20 0.024 0.37 

99% NaOH 22 0.021 0.32 

 

The unit energy equivalents listed in Table 3.2 were calculated using in Equation 3.25 

with an energy cost representative of the national average industrial rate: $0.066 kWh−1 [66]. 

 Unit Energy Equivalnet =
Unit Cost

$0.066 kWh−1
 3.25 

The unit energy equivalents in Table 3.2 are larger than the amount of energy consumed 

during the production of any of the acids or bases seen in Figure 3.10. For example, at a 

9.2 mA cm−2 current density with a feed solution concentration of 118 mM, the energy cost for 

making 1 mole of 122 mM acid and 1 mole of 118 mM base was 0.06 kWh. Assuming an 

https://www.pacificpower.net/about/rr/ipc.html
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electrical energy cost of $0.066/kWh, the cost for acid plus base was only $0.004. This is more 

than a factor of 10 times lower than the unit costs listed in Table 3.2. The data presented in 

Figure 3.10 and Table 3.2 indicates that acids and bases can be made cost effectively from the 

brines produced during desalination and evaporative cooling.  

The acids and bases produced from these brines are concentrated enough to be used to 

regenerate ion-exchange resins. Weak acid ion-exchange resins (WAC), commonly used for 

water softening, are regenerated with 0.5%to 0.7%sulfuric acid solutions. A 0.7%sulfuric acid 

solution contains ≈ 140 mN acid. This represents one of the most concentrated acid solutions 

used in any desalination process. The data in Figure 3.10 indicate that BMED can produce acids 

and bases with strengths in excess of 300 mN. It is clearly possible to produce acids and bases 

from desalination and evaporative cooling brines of sufficient strength for use in desalination, 

water treatment, and industrial processes. 
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The size of the BMED cell that is needed in a particular application will depend on the 

current density at which it is operated. For a RO concentrate with 95%recovery, the ionic 

strength of the concentrate solution will be 20 times the concentration of the feed solution, which 

Figure 3.11 a) Current density (𝑗) as a function of acid (closed 

markers) and base (open markers) production rate (𝑁), made from 49 mM 

(squares), 118 mM (triangles), and 236 mM (circles) sodium chloride 

solutions flowing at 1.2 cm s−1; b) Current density (𝑗) as a function of acid 

(closed markers) and base (open markers) production rate (𝑁),  made from 

48 mM (diamonds), 95 mM (squares), 192 mM (triangles), and 390 mM 

(circles) sodium chloride solutions flowing at 0.25 cm s−1 
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is typically ~10 mN. Data in Figure 3.11 indicate that a BMED stack operated at 13.2 mA cm−2 

can produce acid at 10.8 mol d−1 ft−2 of active membrane area. To put this number in perspective, 

the membrane area required for producing enough acid to regenerate WAC media softening 

1000 gal of water per day with a feed hardness of 4 mN requires 15 mol d−1 of acid is given by: 

 Area =
15

mol
d

10.8
mol

d ⋅ ft2

= 1.39ft2 3.26 

For treatment of 1 million gallons per day, the required membrane area would be 

1390 ft2.  Commercial BMED stacks typically contain upwards of 3,000 ft2 of active membrane 

area [67]. This translates into less than 0.5 stacks needed to produce enough acid and base for 

treating 1 MGD of 4 mN hard water. 
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OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Figure 3.12a and Figure 3.12b show acid and base ξ as a function of current density at 

0.25 cm s−1 and 1.2 cm s−1, respectively. Hydroxide leakage across the cation-exchange 

Figure 3.12 a) Acid (closed markers) and base (open markers) 

current utilization (𝜉), made from 49 mM (squares), 118 mM (triangles), 

and 236 mM (circles) sodium chloride solutions flowing at 1.2 cm s−1, as a 

function of current density (𝑗); b) Acid (closed markers) and base (open 

markers) current utilization (𝜉), made from 48 mM (diamonds), 95 mM 

(squares), 192 mM (triangles), and 390 mM (circles) sodium chloride 

solutions flowing at 0.25 cm s−1, as a function of current density (𝑗) 
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membrane resulted in higher acid ξ than base ξ, but both acid and base ξ showed the same trends 

with respect to current density, reagent concentration, and feed salt concentration.  

The low acid and base ξ seen at current densities near 1 mA cm−2 was caused by salt ion 

migration out of and diffusion back into the bipolar membrane transition region [53–58]. Acids 

and bases are only produced when charge is transported across the bipolar membrane by protons 

and hydroxide ions formed in the transition region. At current densities near the BLCD, i.e.  

≈ 1 mA cm−2, salt ions migrating out of and diffusing back into the transition region of the 

bipolar membrane carry a significant portion of the current. This effectively lowers acid and base 

ξ. As the current density increases, the portion of the current carried by salt ion migration 

becomes insignificant comparted to that carried by proton and hydroxide ion and ξ improves.  

At 0.26 mA cm−2, acid and base ξ decreased with an increase of bulk salt concentration. 

This indicates a dependence of transition region salt ion outward migration rate, and thus the 

BLCD, on bulk salt concentration. The BLCD is reached when the diffusive flux of salt, driven 

by a concentration gradient, into the transition region of the bipolar membrane can no longer 

compensate for outward salt ion migration. In accordance with Donnan equilibrium, larger 

concentration gradients can be established within ion-exchange membranes by increasing 

adjacent electrolyte concentration. Larger concentration gradients in the bipolar membrane drive 

a larger diffusive salt flux into the transition region. The larger inward salt flux can compensate 

for larger outward salt ion migration rates, which effectively increases the BLCD and decreases 

current utilization. This phenomena is the likely cause for decreasing current utilization with 

increasing bulk electrolyte concentration at 0.26 mA cm−2. 

The ξ values seen in Figure 3.12a at 0.26 mA cm−2 are larger than those seen in Figure 

3.12b for similar bulk electrolyte concentrations. This is because of increased concentration 
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polarization at the low flow velocity. At a given current density, the salt concentration at the 

bipolar membrane surface, required to support the steady state ion flux away from the bipolar 

membrane, increases with the thickness of the laminar boundary layer. The thickness of the 

boundary layer increases with decreasing flow velocity. At a given current density and bulk salt 

concentration, the concentration of salt adjacent to the bipolar membrane was higher at the low 

flow velocity. The higher salt concentration at the bipolar membrane surface served to increases 

the diffusive flux of salt into the transition region of the bipolar membrane, increasing the BLCD 

and decreasing ξ. 
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The trend of acid and base ξ with respect to electrolyte concentration reverses as the 

current density increases. Figure 3.13b shows acid and base ξ as a function of reagent 

Figure 3.13 a) Acid (closed markers) and base (open markers) 

current utilization (𝜉), made from 49 mM (squares), 118 mM (triangles), 

and 236 mM (circles) sodium chloride solutions flowing at 1.2 cm s−1, as a 

function of reagent concentration; b) Acid (closed markers) and base 

(open markers) current utilization (𝜉), made from 48 mM (diamonds), 

95 mM (squares), 192 mM (triangles), and 390 mM (circles) sodium 

chloride solutions flowing at 0.25 cm s−1, as a function of reagent 

concentration 
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concentration made at 0.25 cm s−1. It clearly demonstrates that at current densities ≫ BLCD, ξ 

increases with brine concentration. This occurs because of lower proton and hydroxide ion 

transport numbers in the more concentrated salt solution. Equation 3.17 indicates that the 

transport number of a given ion is inversely proportional to the total electrolyte concentration, 

thus the transport number of a given ion at a given concentration decreases with increasing total 

electrolyte concentration. For a given acid and base concentration, proton and hydroxide ion 

transport numbers were lower in the more concentrated salt solution. The lower transport 

numbers translated to lower proton and hydroxide ion leakage rates and higher ξ.  

Concentration polarization was responsible for higher acid and base ξ as seen in Figure 

3.13a versus Figure 3.13b. At a given current density and bulk electrolyte concentration, the 

concentration of electrolyte at the anion-exchange membrane-acid solution and cation-exchange 

membrane-base solution interfaces increased with decreasing flow velocity. The rate of coion 

leakage across the mono-polar membrane increases with the electrolyte concentration at these 

interfaces. Thus, a given concentration of acid and base was made with higher ξ in a less 

concentrated salt solution at the higher flow velocity.  

Abrupt drops in ξ are consistent with exceeding the LCD and are due to the onset of field 

enhanced water dissociation at the ion-exchange membrane-diluate solution interfaces 

[25,64,68,69]. In practice, transition to a current limited regime manifests as a sharp increase in 

stack resistance. This change in stack resistance is caused by differences in the coion and 

counterion transport numbers in the solution versus the ion-exchange membrane and it occurs 

when the electrolyte concentration at the ion-exchange membrane-diluate solution interface 

approaches zero [25,64,68,69]. 
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Table 3.3 Limiting current density in the diluate compartment (LCD) for various feed 

sodium chlroide concentrations (𝐶), and flow velocites (𝑈) 

U / cm s−1 C / mM LCD / mA cm−2 

1.2 49 8 

1.2 118 NA 

1.2 236 NA 

0.25 48 2.4 

0.25 95 5 

0.25 192 6.5 

0.25 390 13 

 

Transitions to a current limited regime are commonly identified by constructing a 

resistance per unit cell (R) versus inverse current plot [61], like the one seen in Figure 3.14. 

These transitions manifest as sudden increases in R with increasing current, i.e. decreasing 

inverse current: I−1. The abrupt ξ drops seen in the acid and base production data coincide with 

transitions to current limited regimes. The LCD was exceeded in every 0.25 cm s−1 dataset and in 

Figure 3.14 Resistance of a unit cell (𝑅) as a function of inverse 

current (𝐼−1) for 48 mM (diamonds), 49 mM (pluses), 95 mM (squares), 

118 mM (exes), 192 mM (triangles), 236 mM (asterisks), and 390 mM 

(circles) sodium chloride solutions flowing at 0.25 cm s−1 (lineal markers) 

and 1.2 cm s−1 (geometric markers) 
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the 49 mM salt solution flowing at 1.2 cm s−1.The magnitude of the LCD decreased with brine 

salt concentration and increased with diluate flow velocity. The limiting current densities for 

each brine stream and flow velocity are listed in Table 3.3. The 13 mA cm2  LCD of the 390 mM 

brine solution flowing at 0.25 cm s−1 was less than the LCD of the 118 mM brine flowing at 

1.2 cm s−1. The LCD of the 49 mM solution flowing at 1.2 cm s−1 was 7.9 mA cm2. This 

dependence of LCD on flow velocity and diluate salt concentration is indistinguishable from that 

in electrodialysis without bipolar membranes [61,63–65]. 

 

Figure 3.15 demonstrates that the stack resistance was dominated by the resistance of the 

bipolar membranes, which were, to a first approximation, only dependent on current density. The 

acid, base, and diluate solutions and cation-exchange, anion-exchange, and bipolar membranes 

represent series resistances in BMED stack. The resistance of resistors in series are additive. 

Figure 3.15 Resistance of a unit cell (𝑅) as a function of current 

density (𝑗) for 48 mM (diamonds), 49 mM (pluses), 95 mM (squares), 

118 mM (exes), 192 mM (triangles), 236 mM (asterisks), and 390 mM 

(circles) sodium chloride solutions flowing at 0.25 cm s−1 (lineal markers) 

and 1.2 cm s−1 (geometric markers) 
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Bulk solution resistance is dependent on salt concentration. The resistance of the laminar 

boundary layer is dependent on bulk solution concentration and flow velocity, and the resistance 

of the mono-polar membranes is, to a first approximation, constant. But, the data in Figure 3.15 

shows that the stack resistance, short of the LCD, was essentially independent of solution 

composition and flow velocity. The resistance of bipolar membranes is known to be current 

density dependent [56,57]. The resistance of the stack was thus determined almost entirely by the 

resistance of the bipolar membrane. 

The electrical properties of a bipolar membrane are dominated by the properties of its 

transition region. The exact structure the bipolar membranes used in this study is considered 

proprietary by Ameridia L.L.C., this information was not made available and contractual 

obligations disallowed any attempt to obtain it. Any mechanistic argument for the current density 

dependence of bipolar membrane resistance would be pure speculation, and no attempt to 

describe this phenomena was made here. 
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Figure 3.16 shows the molar energy dissipation as a function of current density in 

49 mM, 118 mM, and 236 mM sodium chloride solutions flowing at 1.2 cm s−1. At low current 

densities, i.e. ≈ 1 mA cm−2, energy dissipation was effected by both the stack resistance and acid 

and base ξ. At these current densities, Figure 3.15 shows that the stack resistance was at a 

maximum and Figure 3.12 shows that acid and base ξ was at a minimum. Molar energy goes as 

the product of stack resistance and applied current over current utilization. The simultaneous 

increase in stack resistance and decrease in ξ had a significant impact on the molar energy 

dissipation.  

Figure 3.14 shows that the LCD was exceeded in the 49 mM data set at 7.9 mA cm−2. 

Exceeding the LCD also simultaneously increases stack resistance and decreased the current 

utilization. The sharp molar energy increase indicated by the square markers in Figure 3.16 was 

the result of exceeding the LCD. Acid and base production was most efficient on the interval 

Figure 3.16 Acid (closed markers) and base (open markers) molar 

energy (𝐸), made from 49 mM (squares), 118 mM (triangles), and 

236 mM (circles) sodium chloride solutions flowing at 1.2 cm s−1, as a 

function of current density (𝑗 
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between ≈ 1 mA cm−2 and the LCD. In this region, Figure 3.15 shows that the stack resistance 

asymptotically approaches a minimum and Figure 3.12 shows that, in absents of severe 

concentration polarization, current utilization remains high.  

 

At the lower flow velocity, concentration polarization significantly reduced acid and base 

production efficiency. This can be seen clearly by comparing the data in Figure 3.16 to that in 

Figure 3.17, which gives molar energy dissipation as function of current density in sodium 

chloride solutions flowing at 0.25 cm s−1. Lowering the flow velocity effectively increased the 

electrolyte concentration at all of the membrane surfaces in the acid and base compartments, 

which increased the coion transport rates and decreased current efficiency. Higher electrolyte 

concentrations at the membrane surfaces also served to increase the diffusive flux of salt into the 

transition regions of the bipolar membranes, which effectively increased the BLCD and further 

decreased current utilization. LCDs were also lower at the lower flow velocity. Figure 3.14 

Figure 3.17 Acid (closed markers) and base (open markers) molar 

energy (𝐸), made from 48 mM (diamonds), 95 mM (squares), 192 mM 

(triangles), and 390 mM (circles) sodium chloride solutions flowing at 

0.25 cm s−1, as a function of current density (𝑖) 
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shows that the LCD in the 49 mM solution flowing at 1.2 cm s−1 (i.e., 7.9 mA cm−2) was larger 

than the LCD in the 192 mM solution flowing at 0.25 cm s−1.  

Lowering the flow velocity effectively closed the window of efficient operation seen in 

Figure 3.16; however, molar energy dissipation is proportional to the current density. At the 

lower flow velocity, stronger acids and bases were produced at lower current densities. The 

drops in current density were greater than the current utilization reductions. As a result, it is more 

cost effective to produced acids and bases at the lower flow velocity. With a longer process path 

length, longer residence times can be achieved at higher flow velocities, which allows the 

production of concentrated acids and bases at low current densities with even higher efficiencies. 

CONCLUSION 

BMED was used to produce acids and bases of sufficient strength for use in desalination, 

water treatment, and industrial processes from RO concentrate and cooling tower blow down 

strength sodium chloride solutions cost effectively. The concentration of acid and base that could 

be made in a single pass with equal acid, base, and diluate flow rates was only limited by 

concentration of salt in the feed. Acids and bases made from 95 mM, 192 mM, and 390 mM 

sodium chloride solutions approached 75%of the feed salt concentration while current utilization 

remained above 75%. As a result of these high degrees of current utilization and low stack 

resistances, acid and base production from brine with BMED was significantly more cost 

effective than purchasing acid and base. The cost of acid and base production was on average 10 

times less expensive than the f.o.b. unit costs of acids and bases as quoted on Alibaba.com. The 

high degree of current utilization also translated to reasonable membrane area requirements for a 

wide range of applications. For example, 1390 ft2 of active membrane area, which is less than 
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half that in commercial BMED stacks, operated at 13.2 mA cm−2 is capable of regenerating 

WACs removing 400 ppm hardness from one million gallons of water each day. 

The concentration of acid was always slightly greater than the corresponding base. This 

asymmetric concentration resulted from hydroxide leakage across the cation-exchange 

membrane. This hydroxide leakage increased the diluate pH as it passed across the cell, but 

never by more than 5 mM. This leakage does present a challenge with respect to diluate 

composition management.  

Acid and base current utilization trends were effected by both concentration polarization 

and the concentration of sodium chloride in the feed. At the lower flow velocity, boundary layer 

mass transfer effects lead to increased concentration polarization. Increased concentration 

polarization resulted in larger coion leakage rates across both mono-polar membranes, higher 

BLCDs, and lower LCDs. As a result of enhanced water dissociation in the diluate compartment, 

exceeding the LCD impacts current utilization negatively. Higher BLCDs indicate that salt ions 

carry a greater portion of the current across the bipolar membrane, stifling acid and base 

production and lowering current utilization. 

Current utilization, the BLCD, and the LCD increased with feed salt concentration. The 

perceivable impact of BLCD on current utilization was limited to the lowest current densities – it 

becomes insignificant at current densities above 2 mA cm−2. Increased LCDs allowed for a wider 

range of ohmic and efficient stack operation. Current utilization improvements with feed salt 

concentration were the result of lower hydroxide ion and proton transport numbers. The transport 

number of a given ion is inversely proportional to the total electrolyte concentration, thus at a 

given acid and base concentration, proton and hydroxide ion transport numbers were lower in the 
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more concentrated salt solution. The lower transport numbers translated to lower proton and 

hydroxide ion leakage rates and higher ξ. 

Molar energy, as defined by Equation 3.24, goes as the product of stack resistance and 

applied current over current utilization. The stack resistance was independent of feed salt 

content, flow velocity, and reagent concentration – it was determined by the bipolar membrane 

resistance. The bipolar membrane resistance is determined by its physical properties which are 

considered proprietary by Ameridia L.L.C. – they were not given and could not be investigated. 

This prevented any mechanistic arguments addressing the bipolar membrane resistance, which 

decreased asymptotically with current density.  

Acid and base production was more energy efficient at the lower flow velocity despite 

less current utilization. Operating the stack at the lower flow velocity allowed longer residence 

times. With longer residence times, more concentrated acids and bases are produced at lower 

current densities. Lowering the flow rate by a factor of ≈ 5 decreased current utilization by 

≈ 50%– at most. The current density needed to make a given acid at the lower flow rate was 2.5 

times lower. Molar energy dissipation is proportional to current density, so more concentrated 

acids and bases can made more cost effectively by increasing stream residence time and lowering 

the applied current. 

With a longer process path length, longer residence times can be achieved at higher flow 

velocities. Current utilization increases with flow velocity. By increasing the process path length 

and flow velocity, acid and base production could proceed very cost effectively at low current 

density. 
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CHAPTER 4: POINT-OF-USE PERSULFATE GENERATION WITH BDD FILM 

ANODES 

INTRODUCTION 

APPENDIX B includes the manuscript “Effect of Current Density and Sulfuric Acid 

Concentration on Persulfuric Acid Generation by Boron Doped Diamond Film Anodes” 

published in the Journal of Applied Electrochemistry. Methods, results, and conclusions detailed 

in this manuscript are summarized in this chapter. The reprint in APPENDIX B should be 

consulted from a more detailed discussion. 

Peroxodisulfate, also known as persulfate, is an industrially important oxidant. Persulfate 

decomposition produces sulfate radicals which are one of the strongest aqueous phase oxidants, 

with a standard reduction potential of 2.43 V [46,70]. Previous studies investigated the 

mechanism of persulfate generation on boron doped diamond electrodes (BDD) from sulfuric 

acid solutions at current densities less than 30 mA cm−2 [71,72]. On the industrial scale, 

persulfate is produced via electrolysis of sulfate containing solutions using platinum electrodes at 

current densities greater than 500 mA cm−2 [73]. 

The overall goal of this study was to evaluate the technical and economic feasibility for 

point-of-use peroxodisulfate (S2O8
2−) generation from sulfuric acid solutions using BDD anodes 

operated at current densities > 30 mA cm−2. To that end, the effect of current density and sulfuric 

acid concentration on the rates and Faradaic efficiencies for persulfate production were 

investigated using batch and flow-through reactors. As part of the feasibility evaluation, the 

maximum conversion of sulfate to persulfate that could be achieved from electrolysis of sulfuric 
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acid solutions was investigated. An economic evaluation of the energy requirements associated 

with the process was also performed. 

Charge transfer reaction rates are dependent on the interfacial concentration of 

electroactive species. Once an electrochemical reaction is initiated, the concentration of species 

taking part in the reaction will change at the electrode-electrolyte interface. For example, the 

concentration of an electroactive species will decrease if it participates in charge transfer 

reactions that occur faster than it is transported to the surface. Charge transfer reactions and mass 

transport are consecutive processes and at steady state the rate of the charge transfer reaction can 

become mass transport limited.  

Sulfuric acid solutions were oxidized using a rotating disk electrode (RDE) assembly to 

obtain the persulfate generation rate in absences of mass transport limitations. An RDE, which 

draws in liquid along the rotation axis and flings it out radially, has a well-defined convection 

pattern. This permits quantitative assessment of mass transport effects on charge transfer 

reactions at the electrode-electrolyte interface. During batch experiments, operation of the RDE 

assembly ensured that the rate of sulfuric acid oxidation was not mass transport limited. 

RDE assemblies are not practical for point-of-use persulfate generation. They are 

unnecessarily complicated. In practice, parallel plate flow-through reactor would most likely be 

employed. Experiments were conducted using a parallel plate flow through reactor to assess 

potential hydrodynamic effects on persulfate generation rates. Hydrodynamic conditions within 

cells of this type do not lend themselves to analytical solutions. Hydrodynamic effects on mass 

transport and charge transfer reaction rates must be determined empirically. 

Production of persulfate solutions strong enough for industrial application in a single pass 

would require a large electrochemical cell. A smaller cell could be used to produce strong 
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persulfate solutions by recirculating the sulfuric acid solution through the cell. The concentration 

of persulfate that can be produced in this way is limited by the rate of persulfate degradation, 

which is catalyzed by sulfuric acid. The rate of acid catalyzed decomposition is first order in the 

persulfate concentration and is a strong function of the acid concentration. Steady state will be 

reached with the rate of persulfate degradation and production are equal. Recirculation 

experiments were conducted to determine the maximum conversion of sulfate to persulfate that 

could be achieved from electrolysis of sulfuric acid solutions. 

RDE BATCH EXPERIMENTS 

The RDE experiments were conducted at 25 ℃ in a jacketed Pyrex® in 50 ml batches. 

The rates of persulfate generation from 0.3 M to 2.5 M sulfuric acid solutions varied linearly 

with current density up to 300 mA cm−2. Linear regression indicated that the rate of persulfate 

generation increased with sulfuric acid concentration in a manner that is consistent with the 

reaction becoming increasingly current-limited with increasing H2SO4 concentration. Plotting the 

persulfate production rate versus sulfuric acid concentration yielded a plateau in production rates 

as the sulfuric acid concentration approached 1.25 M. This plateau in the production rate is 

indicative of a current-limited reaction. 

Plotting the natural logarithm of the persulfate production rate did not yield a straight line 

with a slope independent of sulfuric acid concentration. If the persulfate production rate followed 

Butler-Volmer kinetics [74], the data set for each concentration would be expected to fall on a 

straight line, and the data sets for all concentrations would be expected to have the same slope.  

The lack of conformance to the Butler-Volmer equation suggests that a complex series of 

reactions control the rate of persulfate production. 
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DIFFERENTIAL FLOW-THROUGH RECTOR EXPERIMENTS 

Flow through experiments were conducted using a MicroFLow Cell® parallel plate 

reactor containing a BDD film anode on a 3 mm thick niobium metal substrate. These 

experiments were conducted in a single pass at a sulfuric acid flow rate sufficiently high that less 

than 0.1%of the sulfate was converted to persulfate. Under these conditions the electrochemical 

cell can be considered as a differential reactor, and the H2SO4 concentration can be considered 

constant.  

At equivalent current densities and sulfuric acid concentrations, the persulfate production 

rates in the flow through reactor were 20%to 50%lower than those observed in the RDE. At all 

concentrations, the production rates were a linear function of the current density. This is the 

same behavior as that observed with the RDE.  At all current densities, the persulfate production 

rates were nearly identical for sulfuric acid concentrations of 2.25 M and above.  The absence of 

any effect of sulfuric acid concentration indicates that diffusional mass transfer effects were not 

limiting the persulfate production rates at sulfuric acid concentrations greater than 2.25 M.  

RECIRCULATION FLOW-THROUGH REACTOR 

Recirculation experiments were conducted at 100 mA cm−2, 200 mA cm−2, and 

300 mA cm−2 using a divided parallel plate flow through cell. The anode and cathode 

compartments of this cell were separated with a semipermeable proton exchange membrane 

made of Nafion®. A divide cell was used in these experiments to limit persulfate reduction at the 

cathode. The anolyte and catholyte reservoirs were both made from 1 L jacketed Pyrex® vessels 

containing 0.77 M sulfuric acid.  
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The maximum amount of persulfate that could be obtained was ≈ 0.30 moles. The 

amount produced was the same at each current density. This represented conversion of 78%of 

the initially present sulfate species into persulfate.  

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

The Faradaic efficiency is defined as the fraction of the current producing persulfate. 

During the recirculation experiments the initial Faradaic efficiency declined from 20%to 10%by 

52 h elapsed. This can be attributed to conversation of 70%of the sulfate species into persulfate, 

and on the increasing decay rate. Under these conditions energy requirements were 

14.8 kWh kg−1 and at $0.10 kWh−1 the cost for making persulfate on-site would be ≈ $1.48 kg−1. 

The cost to purchase persulfate in 25 kg containers, including freight, from Santa Ana, California 

to Tucson, Arizona, is ~$6.70 kg-1.  

CONCLUSION 

This research showed that rates of persulfate production depended linearly on the applied 

current in both RDE and flow-through reactors. The rate of persulfate production became current 

limited as the sulfuric acid concentration increased.  The maximum fractional conversion of 

sulfate ions to persulfate is limited by acid catalyzed persulfate decomposition, and high 

conversions can only be achieved at low acid concentrations.  Since electrolyzing sulfuric acid to 

produce persulfate does not significantly impact the solutions acidity, applications requiring the 

addition of both acid and oxidants may benefit from on-site persulfate production. 
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CHAPTER 5: PERSULFATE PRODUCTION AT BDD FILM ANODES 

INTRODUCTION 

APPENDIX C includes the manuscript “Understanding Persulfate Production at Boron 

Doped Diamond Film Anodes”. The manuscript was accepted for publication in Electrochimica 

Acta on October 21st, 2014. Methods, results, and conclusions detailed in this manuscript are 

summarized in this chapter. The reprint in APPENDIX C should be consulted from a more 

detailed discussion. 

One goal of this research was to investigate whether sulfuric acid (H2SO4), bisulfate 

(HSO4
−), and sulfate (SO4

2−) can be oxidized via direct electron transfer during persulfate 

production using BDD anodes.  Another goal of this research was to determine the most likely 

reaction pathways for producing persulfate via electrolysis of sulfuric acid solutions using BDD 

electrodes.  Towards that end, DFT simulations were performed to determine the potential 

dependence of water (H2O), SO4
2−, HSO4

−, and H2SO4 oxidation. DFT simulations were also used 

to determine the activation barriers and reaction energies for the elementary reactions leading to 

persulfate production.  Rotating disk electrode experiments (RDE) were performed to determine 

the effect of the electrode surface condition on catalyzing reactions.  Lastly, MD modeling was 

used to investigate the effects of oxygen incorporation into the electrode surface on adsorption of 

H2O and sulfate species. 

METHODS 

Elucidating the reactions occurring on an electrode surface using only experimental 

evidence is difficult due to the complex chemistry of the electrode surface and the myriad 

reactions that may occur to both solution phase and adsorbed species.  In recent years, there has 
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been increasing use of density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD) modeling 

for understanding the reactions occurring at electrode surfaces [75–78].  DFT modeling can be 

used to calculate the energy barriers for both direct electron transfer reactions and for chemical 

reactions occurring in the vicinity of the electrode surface.  Molecular dynamics simulations are 

useful for understanding the physical properties of the electrode surface and how these properties 

affect adsorption of reactant and product species. Results from the DFT and MD simulations 

were corroborated by oxidizing sulfuric acid solutions with new and aged BDD anodes using a 

rotating disk electrode (RDE) assembly  

Charge transfer reaction rates are dependent on the interfacial concentration of 

electroactive species. Once an electrochemical reaction is initiated the concentration of species 

taking part in the reaction will change at the electrode-electrolyte interface. For example, the 

concentration of an electroactive species will decrease if it participates in charge transfer 

reactions that occur faster than it is transported to the surface. Charge transfer reactions and mass 

transport are consecutive processes and at steady state the rate of the charge transfer reaction can 

become mass transport limited.  

The DFT and MD simulations were not conducted in a manner that accounted for the 

effects of mass transport limitation on charge transfer reactions. Sulfuric acid solutions were 

oxidized using a rotating disk electrode (RDE) assembly to obtain the persulfate generation rate 

in absence of mass transport limitations. An RDE, which draws in liquid along the rotation axis 

and flings it out radially, has a well-defined convection pattern. This permits quantitative 

assessment of mass transport effects on charge transfer reactions at the electrode-electrolyte 

interface. During batch experiments, operation of the RDE assembly ensured that the rate of 

sulfuric acid oxidation was not mass transport limited. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

DFT simulation of direct electron transfer reactions showed that sulfate radical (SO4
−∗) 

production via uncatalyzed HSO4
− and SO4

2−discharge was very likely. The following charge 

transfer reactions were simulated: 

 2H2O ⇀ OH∗ + H3O+ + 𝑒− 5.1 

 

 SO4
2− ⇀ SO4

−∗ + H3O+ + 𝑒− 5.2 

 

 HSO4
− ⇀ SO4

−∗ + H+ + 𝑒− 5.3 

 

 HSO4
− ⇀ HSO4

∗ + 𝑒− 5.4 

 

 H2SO4 ⇀ HSO4
∗ + H+ + 𝑒− 5.5 
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Figure 5.1 shows the activation barriers as a function of electrode potential for 

Reactions 5.1 to 5.5. This figure indicates that the most easily oxidized species is SO4
2−, and that 

H2SO4 is the most difficult to oxidize. Measurable water oxidation rates require electrode 

potentials above ≈ 2 V SHE. Activation barriers for uncatalyzed SO4
2− and HSO4

2− oxidation are 

lower than that for water oxidation indicating that SO4
−∗ production by direct discharge of these 

electroactive species is likely. 

RDE experiments with new and aged anodes indicated that the condition of the electrode 

surface played a significant role in persulfate generation. Persulfate production rates were found 

to be 4 to 51 times higher on the new anode versus the aged anode, and for each current density, 

the voltage required was greater for the new electrode than for the aged electrode. The large 

Figure 5.1 Activation energy (𝐸𝑎) versus anode potential (𝐸) for 

direct oxidation of H2O via Reaction 5.1 (squares), SO4
2− via Reaction 5.2 

(circles), HSO4
− via Reactions 5.3 (triangles) and 5.4 (diamonds), and 

H2SO4 via Reaction 5.5 (astrisks) 
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difference in persulfate generation rates between new and aged electrodes can be attributed to 

changes in the relative rates of water and SO4
2− and HSO4

2− oxidation.  

The effect of surface aging on electrode surface chemistry has been detailed in previous 

studies [79,80]. These studies indicate incorporation of oxygenated functional groups on the 

electrode surface, with carbonyl groups predominating. It was suspected that the greater current 

for water oxidation on the aged anode was due to a catalytic effect or to the effect of surface 

hydrophobicity on the relative amounts of H2O, SO4
2−, HSO4

2−, and H2SO4 sorption to the anode 

surface. 

MD simulation were performed to investigate the effect of electrode surface properties on 

sorption of electroactive species. The mean distance of sorption for SO4
2−, HSO4

2−, and H2SO4 

was almost unaffected by the anode oxygen content. This suggests that oxygenated functional 

groups on the aged electrode surface did not reduce the sorption of sulfate species, indicating that 

lower rates of persulfate generation on the aged electrode can likely be attributed to a greater 

catalytic activity for water oxidation versus sulfate species oxidation. 

To determine the reactions that are likely involved in persulfate production, DFT 

simulations were used to calculate activation energies and Gibbs free energies of reaction for 

possible reaction pathways. These simulations show that pathway involving chemisorbed sulfate 

species were, in general, energetically unfavorable. Reactions between sulfate species and 

hydroxyl radicals (OH∗), formed by water oxidation, that lead to the production of SO4
−⋅were 

energetically favorable. It was determined that persulfate production by dimerization of solution 

phase sulfate radicals produced by reaction with OH∗ was a likely pathway. 
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CONCLUSION 

Results from this study indicate that during electrolysis of sulfuric acid solutions by BDD 

anodes, SO4
2− and HSO4

2− oxidation should occur before water oxidation.  Thus, the production of 

sulfate radical species via direct electron transfer should be considered in any modeling efforts.  

In addition to direct oxidation of SO4
2− and HSO4

2−, there will also be indirect oxidation of H2SO4 

and HSO4
2− by HO∗ produced from water oxidation. The persulfate generation rates at new 

electrodes are higher due to their lower catalytic activity for water oxidation. The main pathway 

for persulfate production likely involves production of SO4
•− via direct electron transfer or 

reaction with HO•, followed by solution phase dimerization.   
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK 

The models described in Chapter 2, used to predict the composition of mixed acids and 

bases, should be validated using sodium selective electrodes. Sodium concentrations used in the 

presented study were obtained via ICPOES, which is not readily available in many on-site 

applications. Sodium selective electrodes could be used to provide measured values on-site 

which would suitably close the model equations. However, these electrodes measure sodium 

activity, not concentration, and would require a different algorithmic implementation of the 

developed model. The presented study indicates that sodium selective electrodes would provide 

suitable information, but this needs to be confirmed.  

While measurement of pH is commonplace in water treatment, the use of sodium 

selective electrodes is not. The model developed in Chapter 2 might find more utility if it was 

extended to leverage analytical techniques found commonly in water treatment. For example, 

solution conductivity is a commonly measured water quality metric that could potentially close 

the mixed acid and base composition model. A mixed acid and base composition model extended 

to use solution conductivity in place of sodium concentration, or activity, might be of more 

utility on-site and should be investigated. 

Electrodialytic acid and base production from mock RO and evaporative cooling brines, 

as described in Chapter 3, shows promise and further investigation of this technique is warranted. 

Generated acids and bases were of sufficient strength for use in many relevant applications and 

the reported production costs suggest a potential cost advantage over bulk chemical addition. The 

reasonable follow up investigations of acid and base production from brine may include 

long-term production studies from mock brines containing a wider variety of salts. 
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It is well known that BMED stacks can be fouled by many ionogenic solutes and 

suspended solids commonly found in raw and industrial waste waters. It has been shown that that 

the pH of the BMED stack feed should be lowered to two in order to prevent fouling by reactive 

silica [32]. Divalent salts capable of forming mineral precipitates with carbonate, sulfate, and 

hydroxide have also been shown to irreversibly foul BMED stacks. Organic anions and NOM are 

also know to reversibly and irreversibly foul ion-exchange membranes, degrading stack 

performance. Oxidants, commonly used to treat for NOM and sterilize potable waters are also 

known to degrade ion-exchange membranes, as they react with the membranes highly conjugated 

polymeric substrate. Experiments should be conducted using mock brines contains these 

deleterious compounds in order to quantify their impact on stack life-span and operating 

characteristics.  

The impact of these compounds on stack operation is time dependent. In general, stack 

operation degrades with increasing exposure time. It is also known that losses in operational 

efficiency are, at times, reversible. Experiments designed to quantify the impact of solution 

exposure time and fouling reversibility should be conducted.  

It is also worth noting that utilization of acids and bases made using BMED is not subject 

to trade-offs ubiquitously associated with chemical addition during desalination, water treatment, 

and in industrial processes. These trade-offs, e.g. processes efficiency and brine disposal costs, 

have discouraged rigorous investigations of processes operated with extreme pHs and reagent 

consumption rates. However, it is well known that many processes can be operated with extreme 

efficiency in this manner. The simplicity and cost effectiveness with which acids and bases can 

be made from mock brines, as indicated in Chapter 3, in the absence of these trade-offs, suggests 

that investigations of these types of processes should be renewed. In this manner, identified 
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BMED stack solution composition centric vulnerabilities might be avoided in a significantly cost 

effective and advantageous manner.  

In the context of water treatment, electrosynthetic production of persulfuric acid, as 

described in Chapters 4 and 5, would be complemented by solution composition and long-term 

operation studies. Charge transfer reactions and reaction rates are dependent on interfacial 

electrolyte composition. Here, BDD anodes were only used to electrolyze sulfuric acid solutions. 

Studies detailing cooling tower and RO concentrate electrolysis would be prudent and should be 

conducted. It is reasonable to expect that electrode age will also effect brine electrolysis, studies 

focused on describing this effect should also be conducted. 
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 PITZER MODEL MATLAB® CODE 
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%% Call Pitzer parameter function: Na2SO4-H2SO4-NaCl-HCl System 
[sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb] = mkPitzPCube(); 

 
function [spcsNms,spcsVa,bipNms_pitz,par_pitz] = mkPitzPCube() 
% Betas (0-2), alphas (1-2), CPhis, thetas, and psies in a 3D cell array 
% Interaction parameter values from: Harvie, C. Moller, N. Weare, J. 
% GEOCHIM COSMOCHIM AC (1984). The array indices, on all three cell array 
% dimensions, follow this order: H, Na, OH, Cl, HSO4, SO4. Parameters are 
% stored in a 6X6X7 cube, {:,:,1} parameters correspond to pairwise 
% interactions, {:,:,2:end} capture ternary interactions. Eight parameters, 
% betas (0-2), alphas (1-2), CPhis, and lambdas describe pairwise 
% interactions between solutes. To account for this fact, locations within 
% the 3D cell array corresponding binary interactions contain a 
% 1X8 vector with each index corresponding to a different parameter: 
% alpha_1, alpha_2, beta_0, beta_1, beta_2, theta, lambda, and cPhi. 
% sNms = solute names 
% sVa = solute valence 
% PBIPNms = Pitzer binary interaction parameter name cell string array 
% PPCb = Pitzer parameter cell array cube 
%% Initialize cube values 

  
% create a cell string array of species names 
spcsNms = {'H','Na','OH','Cl','HSO4','SO4'}; 

  
% create species valence vector 
spcsVa = [1 1 -1 -1 -1 -2]; 

  
% create a cell string array of binary interaction parameter names 
bipNms_pitz = {'alpha_1','alpha_2','beta_0','beta_1','beta_2','theta',... 
    'lambda','cPhi'}; 

  
% initialize pitzer parameter array parameter 
tmp = length(spcsNms); 
par_pitz = cell(tmp,tmp,tmp+1); 
[par_pitz{:,:,:}] = deal(0); 
tmp = length(bipNms_pitz); 
[par_pitz{:,:,1}] = deal(zeros(1,tmp)); 

  
% create a string based par_pitz index funtion 
[IndxFun] = ParCubeStrIndxFunMk_pitz(spcsNms,bipNms_pitz); 

  
%% Binary interactions (Unlike Charge) 
% H - Cl binary interactions 
s1 = 'H'; 
s2 = 'Cl'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'alpha_1',  'beta_0',   'beta_1',   'cPhi'}; 
vals = [2,          0.1775,     0.2945,     0.0008]; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% H - SO4 binary interactions 
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s1 = 'H'; 
s2 = 'SO4'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'alpha_1',  'beta_0',   'cPhi'}; 
vals = [2,          0.0298,     0.0438];%moller 
% vals = [2,          0.0027,     0.0416]; %Pitzer Book (7) 
% vals = [2,          0.0217,     0.0411];%Reardon & Beckie 
% vals = [2,          0.0912,     0.0552];%david 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% H - HSO4 binary interactions 
s1 = 'H'; 
s2 = 'HSO4'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'alpha_1',  'beta_0',   'beta_1'}; 
vals = [2,          0.2065,     0.5556]; %moller 
% vals = [2,          0.2103,     0.4711]; %Pitzer Book (7) 
%  vals = [2,          0.2106,     0.5320];%Reardon & Beckie 
% vals = [2,          0.211,     0.441];%david 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

 
% Na - Cl binary interactions 
s1 = 'Na'; 
s2 = 'Cl'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'alpha_1','beta_0','beta_1','cPhi'}; 
vals = [2,0.0765,0.2664,0.00127]; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Na - SO4 binary interactions 
s1 = 'Na'; 
s2 = 'SO4'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'alpha_1','beta_0','beta_1','cPhi'}; 
vals = [2,0.01958,1.113,0.00497]; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Na - HSO4 binary interactions 
s1 = 'Na'; 
s2 = 'HSO4'; 
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s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'alpha_1','beta_0','beta_1'}; 
vals = [2,0.0454,0.398]; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Na - OH binary interactions 
s1 = 'Na'; 
s2 = 'OH'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'alpha_1','beta_0','beta_1','cPhi'}; 
vals = [2,0.0864,0.253,0.0044]; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
%% Binary interactions (like Charge) 
% H - Na binary interactions 
s1 = 'H'; 
s2 = 'Na'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'theta'}; 
vals = 0.036; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Cl - SO4 binary interactions 
s1 = 'Cl'; 
s2 = 'SO4'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'theta'}; 
vals = 0.02; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Cl - HSO4 binary interactions 
s1 = 'Cl'; 
s2 = 'HSO4'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'theta'}; 
vals = -0.006; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
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end 

  
% Cl - HSO4 binary interactions 
s1 = 'Cl'; 
s2 = 'OH'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'theta'}; 
vals = -0.050; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% SO4 - OH binary interactions 
s1 = 'SO4'; 
s2 = 'OH'; 
s3 = ''; 
sbip = {'theta'}; 
vals = -0.013; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
%% Ternary interactions 
% H - Na - Cl 
s1 = 'H'; 
s2 = 'Na'; 
s3 = 'Cl'; 
sbip = {'psi'}; 
vals = -0.004; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{3},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{3},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{1},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{2},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% H - Na - HSO4 
s1 = 'H'; 
s2 = 'Na'; 
s3 = 'HSO4'; 
sbip = {'psi'}; 
vals = -0.0129; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{3},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{3},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{1},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
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    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{2},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Cl - SO4 - Na 
s1 = 'Cl'; 
s2 = 'SO4'; 
s3 = 'Na'; 
sbip = {'psi'}; 
vals = 0.0014; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{3},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{3},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{1},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{2},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Cl - HSO4 - Na 
s1 = 'Cl'; 
s2 = 'HSO4'; 
s3 = 'Na'; 
sbip = {'psi'}; 
vals = -0.006; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{3},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{3},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{1},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{2},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Cl - HSO4 - H 
s1 = 'Cl'; 
s2 = 'HSO4'; 
s3 = 'H'; 
sbip = {'psi'}; 
vals = 0.013; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{3},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{3},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{1},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{2},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% Cl - OH - Na 
s1 = 'Cl'; 
s2 = 'OH'; 
s3 = 'Na'; 
sbip = {'psi'}; 
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vals = -0.006; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{3},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{3},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{1},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{2},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% SO4 - HSO4 - Na 
s1 = 'SO4'; 
s2 = 'HSO4'; 
s3 = 'Na'; 
sbip = {'psi'}; 
vals = -0.0094; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{3},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{3},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{1},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{2},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
% SO4 - OH - Na 
s1 = 'SO4'; 
s2 = 'OH'; 
s3 = 'Na'; 
sbip = {'psi'}; 
vals = -0.009; 
for jj = 1:length(sbip) 
    ii = IndxFun(s1,s2,s3,sbip{jj}); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{2},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{1},ii{3},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{1},ii{3}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{2},ii{3},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{1},ii{2}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
    par_pitz{ii{3},ii{2},ii{1}+1}(ii{4}) = vals(jj); 
end 

  
end 
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function [funHnd] = ParCubeStrIndxFunMk_pitz(spcsNms,bipNms_pitz) 

  
    function [indxs] = MkLgIndxCb(s1,s2,s3,sbip) 
        tmpAry = {s1,s2,s3,sbip}; 
        compAry = spcsNms; 
        IndxNum = 1:length(spcsNms); 
        indxs = cell(1,4); 
        for ii = 1:4 
            if ii == 4 
                compAry  = bipNms_pitz; 
                IndxNum = 1:length(bipNms_pitz); 
            end 
            switch lower(tmpAry{ii}) 
                case ':' 
                    indxs{ii} = IndxNum; 
                case ''  
                    indxs{ii} = 1; 
                case 'psi' 
                    indxs{ii} = 1; 
                otherwise 
                    indxs{ii} = IndxNum(strcmpi(compAry,tmpAry{ii})); 
            end 
        end 
    end 

  
funHnd = @MkLgIndxCb; 

  
end 
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function [lnGamma,Gamma] = PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,ionNm) 
% Calculate the activity coefficients using the Pitzer activity coefficient 
% model 

  
%% Calculate F 
% Calculate the F(I,T) parameter 
F = mkF_pitz(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi); 

  
%% calculate ln(ACi) 
% get ion location information and make a logical filter 
ion_lf = ismember(sNms,ionNm); 
ionz = sVa(ion_lf); 
if ionz > 0 
    isCat = true; 
else 
    isCat = false; 
end 

  
%% Create local variables 
% calculate the ionic strength 
I = mkIS(m,sVa); 

  
% calculate Z 
Z = mkZ(m,sVa); 

  
% create a cation & anion restricted variables 
cIons = sVa > 0; 
cNms = sNms(cIons); 
cNum = length(cNms); 
cm = m(cIons); 
cz = sVa(cIons); 

  
aIons = sVa < 0; 
aNms = sNms(aIons); 
aNum = length(aNms); 
am = m(aIons); 
az = sVa(aIons); 

  
% make PCube index function 
f_idxPPCb = ParCubeStrIndxFunMk_pitz(sNms,PBIPNms); 

  
%% Second term in single ion activity coefficient expression 
% (eqn71, pg 91) 

  
% check what type of ion is selected and initialize loop variables 
if isCat 
    lpNum = aNum; 
    lpNms = aNms; 
    lpm = am; 
    lpz = az; 
else 
    lpNum = cNum; 
    lpNms = cNms; 
    lpm = cm; 
    lpz = cz; 
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end 

  
% Initialize AC term 2 array 
tmpACTrm2 = zeros(lpNum); 

  
% calculate AC term 2 
for ii = 1:lpNum 
   %initialize tmp variables 
    tmp2 = lpNms{ii}; 
    tmp3 = ''; 

     
   %calculate Bma 
    tmpbip = {'alpha_1','alpha_2','beta_0','beta_1','beta_2'}; 
    tmp = length(tmpbip); 
    tmpVals = cell(1,tmp); 
    for jj = 1:tmp 
        kk = f_idxPPCb(ionNm,tmp2,tmp3,tmpbip{jj}); 
        tmpVals{jj}= PPCb{kk{1},kk{2},kk{3}}(kk{4}); 
    end 
    tmpBma = Bmx_pitz(tmpVals{:},I); 

     
   %calculate Cma 
    tmpbip = {'cPhi'}; 
    tmp = length(tmpbip); 
    tmpVals = cell(1,tmp); 
    for jj = 1:tmp 
        kk = f_idxPPCb(ionNm,tmp2,tmp3,tmpbip{jj}); 
        tmpVals{jj}= PPCb{kk{1},kk{2},kk{3}}(kk{4}); 
    end 
    tmpCma = Cmx_pitz(tmpVals{:},ionz,lpz(ii)); 

     
   %set AC term 2 value 
    tmpACTrm2(ii) = lpm(ii)*(2*tmpBma + Z*tmpCma); 
end 

  
% sum AC term 2 values 
SigmaACTrm2= sum(tmpACTrm2(:)); 

  
clear tmp* ii jj kk ll mm nn lp* 

  
%% Third term in single ion activity coefficient expression 
% (eqn71, pg 91) 

  
% check what type of ion is selected and initialize loop variables 
if ~isCat 
    lpNum = aNum; 
    lpNms = aNms; 
    lpm = am; 
    lpz = az; 
else 
    lpNum = cNum; 
    lpNms = cNms; 
    lpm = cm; 
    lpz = cz; 
end 
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% check what type of ion is selected and initialize loop 2 variables 
if isCat 
    lpNum2 = aNum; 
    lpNms2 = aNms; 
    lpm2 = am; 
else 
    lpNum2 = cNum; 
    lpNms2 = cNms; 
    lpm2 = cm; 
end 

  
% Initialize AC term 3 array 
tmpACTrm3 = zeros(lpNum); 

  
% calculate AC term 
for ii = 1:lpNum 
   %initialize tmp variables 
    tmp2 = lpNms{ii}; 
    tmp3 = ''; 

     
   %calculate Phimc 
    tmpbip = {'theta'}; 
    tmp = length(tmpbip); 
    tmpVals = cell(1,tmp); 
    for jj = 1:tmp 
        kk = f_idxPPCb(ionNm,tmp2,tmp3,tmpbip{jj}); 
        tmpVals{jj}= PPCb{kk{1},kk{2},kk{3}}(kk{4}); 
    end 
    tmpPhimc = phi_pitz(I,ionz,lpz(ii),tmpVals{:},aPhi); 

     
   %initialize PsiMcs array 
    tmpPsiMca = zeros(1,lpNum2); 

     
   %calculate PsiMca 
    for jj = 1:lpNum2 
       %initialize tmp variables 
        tmp2 = lpNms{ii}; 
        tmp3 = lpNms2{jj}; 
        nn = f_idxPPCb(ionNm,tmp2,tmp3,''); 
        tmpPsiMca(jj) = lpm2(jj)*PPCb{nn{1},nn{2},nn{3}+1}; 
    end 
   %calculate SigmaPsiMca 
    tmpSigmaPsiMca = sum(tmpPsiMca(:)); 

     
   %set term 3 value 
    tmpACTrm3(ii) = lpm(ii)*(2*tmpPhimc + tmpSigmaPsiMca); 
end 

  
% sum AC term 3 values 
SigmaACTrm3 = sum(tmpACTrm3(:)); 

  
clear tmp* ii jj kk ll mm nn lp* 

  
%% Forth term in single ion activity coefficient expression 
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% (eqn71, pg 91) 

  
% check what type of ion is selected and initialize loop variables 
if isCat 
    lpNum = aNum; 
    lpNms = aNms; 
    lpm = am; 
else 
    lpNum = cNum; 
    lpNms = cNms; 
    lpm = cm; 
end 

  
% Initialize AC term 4 array 
tmpPsiMaap = zeros(lpNum); 

  
% calculate AC term 
for ii = 1:lpNum-1 
   %calculate PsiMca 
    for jj = ii:lpNum 
       %initialize tmp variables 
        tmp2 = lpNms{ii}; 
        tmp3 = lpNms{jj}; 
        nn = f_idxPPCb(ionNm,tmp2,tmp3,''); 
        tmpPsiMaap(jj) = lpm(ii)*lpm(jj)*PPCb{nn{1},nn{2},nn{3}+1}; 
    end 
end 

  
% sum AC term 4 values 
SigmaACTrm4 = sum(tmpPsiMaap(:)); 

  
clear tmp* ii jj kk ll mm nn lp* 

  
%% Fifth term in single ion activity coefficient expression 
% (eqn71, pg 91) 

  
% calculate am*cm*Cca 
tmpCca = zeros(cNum,aNum); 
for ii = 1:cNum 
    for jj = 1:aNum 
        tmp1 = cNms{ii}; 
        tmp2 = aNms{jj}; 
        tmp3 = ''; 
        tmpbip = {'cPhi'}; 
        tmpNumBip = length(tmpbip); 
        tmpVals = cell(1,tmpNumBip); 
        for kk = 1:tmpNumBip 
            ll = f_idxPPCb(tmp1,tmp2,tmp3,tmpbip{kk}); 
            tmpVals{kk}= PPCb{ll{1},ll{2},ll{3}}(ll{4}); 
        end 
        tmpCca(ii,jj) = cm(ii)*am(jj)*Cmx_pitz(tmpVals{:},cz(ii),az(jj)); 
    end 
end 

  
SigmaACTrm5 = ionz*sum(tmpCca(:)); 
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clear tmp* ii jj kk ll mm nn lp* 

  
%% Calculate ln(gamma) & gamma 
% calculate the natural log of the ion activity coefficient 
lnGamma = ionz^2*F + SigmaACTrm2 + SigmaACTrm3 + SigmaACTrm4 + SigmaACTrm5; 

  
% calculate the ion activity coefficient 
Gamma = exp(lnGamma); 

  
end 
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function [m,gamma,AC,eFlg,Output] = applyPitz(Na_0,Cl_0,TSO4_0,pH,... 

    aPhi,sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb) 
%% ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   %objective function 
    tmpPrblm.objective = @objH2SO4_L3; 

     
   %initial guess 
    tmpPrblm.x0 = [10^(-pH) Na_0/5]; 

     
   %less than or equal to constraint matrix & values 
    tmpPrblm.Aineq = [-1 0;0 -1]; 
    tmpPrblm.bineq = zeros(2,1); 

     
   %equivalent constraint matrix and value 
    tmpPrblm.Aeq = []; 
    tmpPrblm.beq = []; 

     
   %upper bound and lower bound 
    tmpPrblm.lb = []; 
    tmpPrblm.ub = []; 

     
   %nonlinear constraint 
    tmpPrblm.nonlcon = []; 

     
   %set solver string 
    tmpPrblm.solver = 'fmincon'; 

     
   %set solver options 
    tmpPrblm.options = optimoptions(@fmincon,... 
        'Algorithm','sqp',... 
        'UseParallel',true,... 
        'Display','none',... 
        'FinDiffType','central',... 
        'TolCon',1E-14,... 
        'TolX',1E-14,... 
        'MaxIter',1000,... 
        'MaxFunEvals',500); 

     
   %call optimization function 
    [tmpVal,~,eFlg,Output] = fmincon(tmpPrblm); 

     
   %create output concentration vector 
    tmpH = tmpVal(1); 
    tmpHSO4 = tmpVal(2); 
    tmpSO4 = (tmpH + Na_0 - tmpHSO4)/2; 
    m = [tmpH Na_0 0 0 tmpHSO4 tmpSO4]; 

     
   %create output activity coefficient vector 
    gamma = zeros(1,6); 
    for jj = 1:6 
        [~,gamma(jj)] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,sNms{jj}); 
    end 
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   %create output activity vector 
    AC = m.*gamma; 

     
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
elseif Cl_0 == 0 && pH <=7 
    %% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   %define upper and lower bounds 
    ub = 1; 
    lb = 0; 

     
   %set solver options 
    options = optimset(... 
        'Display','none',... 
        'TolX',1E-18,... 
        'MaxIter',1000,... 
        'MaxFunEvals',1000); 

     
   %call optimization function 
    [tmpVal,~,eFlg,Output] = fminbnd(@objH2SO4_L7,lb,ub,options); 

     
   %create output concentration vector 
    tmpH = tmpVal; 
    tmpSO4 = (tmpH + Na_0)/2; 
    m = [tmpH Na_0 0 0 0 tmpSO4]; 

     
   %create output activity coefficient vector 
    gamma = zeros(1,6); 
    for jj = 1:6 
        [~,gamma(jj)] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,sNms{jj}); 
    end 

     
   %create output activity vector 
    AC = m.*gamma; 

     
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
elseif Cl_0 == 0 && pH > 7 
    %% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   %define upper and lower bounds 
    ub = 1; 
    lb = 0; 

     
   %set solver options 
    options = optimset(... 
        'Display','none',... 
        'TolX',1E-18,... 
        'MaxIter',1000,... 
        'MaxFunEvals',1000); 

     
   %call optimization function 
    [tmpVal,~,eFlg,Output] = fminbnd(@objH2SO4_H7,lb,ub,options); 

     

     
   %create output concentration vector 
    tmpOH = tmpVal; 

    tmpSO4 = (Na_0-tmpOH)/2; 
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    m = [0 Na_0 tmpOH 0 0 tmpSO4]; 

     
   %create output activity coefficient vector 
    gamma = zeros(1,6); 
    for jj = 1:6 
        [~,gamma(jj)] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,sNms{jj}); 
    end 

     
   %create output activity vector 
    AC = m.*gamma; 

     
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
elseif TSO4_0 == 0 && pH <= 7 
    %% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   %define upper and lower bounds 
    ub = 1; 
    lb = 0; 

     
   %set solver options 
    options = optimset(... 
        'Display','none',... 
        'TolX',1E-18,... 
        'MaxIter',1000,... 
        'MaxFunEvals',1000); 

     
   %call optimization function 
    [tmpVal,~,eFlg,Output] = fminbnd(@objHCl_L7,lb,ub,options); 

     
   %create output concentration vector 
    tmpH = tmpVal; 
    tmpCl = tmpVal + Na_0; 
    m = [tmpH Na_0 0 tmpCl 0 0]; 

     
   %create output activity coefficient vector 
    gamma = zeros(1,6); 
    for jj = 1:6 
        [~,gamma(jj)] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,sNms{jj}); 
    end 

     
   %create output activity vector 
    AC = m.*gamma; 

     
    %-------------------------------------------------------------- 
elseif TSO4_0 == 0 && pH > 7 
    %% ------------------------------------------------------------ 
   %define upper and lower bounds 
    ub = 1; 
    lb = 0; 

     
   %set solver options 
    options = optimset(... 
        'Display','none',... 
        'TolX',1E-18,... 
        'MaxIter',1000,... 
        'MaxFunEvals',1000); 
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   %call optimization function 
    [tmpVal,~,eFlg,Output] = fminbnd(@objHCl_H7,lb,ub,options); 

     
   %create output concentration vector 
    tmpOH = tmpVal; 

    tmpCl = (Na_0-tmpOH); 

    tmpNa = Na_0; 

     
   %create output activity coefficient vector 
    gamma = zeros(1,6); 
    for jj = 1:6 
        [~,gamma(jj)] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,sNms{jj}); 
    end 

     
   %create output activity vector 
    AC = m.*gamma; 

     
    %---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
else 
    %% -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    error('NoMkGammaOptiFun') 
end 

  
%% Local function definitions 
    function [objVal] = objH2SO4_L3(X) 
       %Set bisulfate dissociation constant 
        Ka =  10^(-1.99); 

         
       %Extract values from X vector 
        H = X(1); 
        HSO4 = X(2); 

         
       %Calculate sulfate concentration based on electroneutrality 
        SO4 = (H + Na_0 - HSO4)/2; 

         
       %Calculate activity coefficients 
        m = [H Na_0 0 0 HSO4 SO4]; 
        gamma = zeros(1,6); 
        for ii = [1 5 6] 
            [~,gamma(ii)] =  

PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,sNms{ii}); 
        end 

         
       %Calculate activity 
        aH = H*gamma(1); 
        aHSO4 = HSO4*gamma(5); 
        aSO4 = SO4*gamma(6); 

         
       %calculate objective function values 
        objVal = ... 
            + abs(10^(-pH) - aH)... 
            + abs(10^(-pH) - Ka*aHSO4/aSO4) ... 
            + abs(HSO4 - aH*aSO4/(Ka*gamma(5))) ... 
            + abs(SO4 - aHSO4*Ka/(aH*gamma(6))); 
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    end 
    function [objVal] = objH2SO4_L7(H) 
       %Calculate sulfate concentration by electroneutrality 
        SO4 = (H +Na_0)/2; 

         
       %Calcualte activity coefficients 
        m = [H Na_0 0 0 0 SO4]; 
        [~,gamma] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,'H'); 

         
       %calculate proton activity 
        aH = H*gamma; 

         
       %calculate objective function 
        objVal = abs(10^(-pH) - aH); 

         
    end 
    function [objVal] = objH2SO4_H7(OH) 
       %calc for paper 
       %calculate sulfate by electroneutrality 
        SO4 = (Na_0 - OH)/2; 

         

       %calculate activity coefficients 
        m = [0 Na_0 OH 0 0 SO4]; 

         [~,gamma] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,'OH'); 
         

       %calculate hydroxide ion activity 
        aOH = OH*gamma; 

         

        %calculate objective function 
        objVal = abs(10^(pH-14) - aOH); 
    end 
    function [objVal] = objHCl_L7(H) 
       %calculate chloride by electroneutrality 
        TCl = H + Na_0; 

         
       %calculate activity coefficient 
        m = [H Na_0 0 TCl 0 0]; 
        [~,gamma] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,'H'); 

         
       %calculate proton activity 
        aH = H*gamma; 

         
       %calculate objective function 
        objVal = abs(10^(-pH) - aH); 
    end 
    function [objVal] = objHCl_H7(OH) 
       %calculate chloride by electroneutrality 
        ClT = Na_0 - OH; 
        % 
       %calculate activity coefficients 
        m = [0 Na_0 OH ClT 0 0]; 

        [~,gamma] =  PitzAcCal(sNms,sVa,PBIPNms,PPCb,m,aPhi,'OH'); 
        % 
       %calculate hydroxide ion activity 
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        aOH = OH*gamma; 

        % 
        %calculate objective function 
        objVal = abs(10^(pH-14) - aOH); 

    end 

  
end 
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function F = mkF_pitz(sNms,sVa,bNms,PPCb,m,aPhi) 
% Calculate F value for Pitzer model 

  
%% create a cation & anion restricted variables 
cIons = sVa > 0; 
cNms = sNms(cIons); 
cNum = length(cNms); 
cm = m(cIons); 
cz = sVa(cIons); 

  
aIons = sVa < 0; 
aNms = sNms(aIons); 
aNum = length(aNms); 
am = m(aIons); 
az = sVa(aIons); 

  
%% calculate the ionic strength 
I = mkIS(m,sVa); 

  
%% calculate fGamma 
fGamma = fGamma_pitz(I,aPhi); 

  
%% calculate am*cm*Bca' 
% make PCube index funtion 
f_idxPPCb = ParCubeStrIndxFunMk_pitz(sNms,bNms); 

  
cm_am_BcaP = zeros(cNum,aNum); 
for ii = 1:cNum 
    for jj = 1:aNum 
        tmp1 = cNms{ii}; 
        tmp2 = aNms{jj}; 
        tmp3 = ''; 
        tmpbip = {'alpha_1','alpha_2','beta_1','beta_2'}; 
        tmpNumBip = length(tmpbip); 
        tmpVals = cell(1,tmpNumBip); 
        for kk = 1:tmpNumBip 
            ll = f_idxPPCb(tmp1,tmp2,tmp3,tmpbip{kk}); 
            tmpVals{kk}= PPCb{ll{1},ll{2},ll{3}}(ll{4}); 
        end 
        cm_am_BcaP(ii,jj) = cm(ii)*am(jj)*BcaPrime_pitz(tmpVals{:},I); 
    end 
end 
SigmaBcaP = sum(cm_am_BcaP(:)); 

  
%% calculate cm*cm'*Phi'cc' 
cm_cm_PhiPrimeccp = zeros(cNum,cNum); 
for ii = 1:cNum-1 
    for jj = ii:cNum 
        cm_cm_PhiPrimeccp(ii,jj) =... 
            cm(ii)*cm(jj)*phiPrime_pitz(I,cz(ii),cz(jj),aPhi); 
    end 
end 
SigmaPhiPrimeccp = sum(cm_cm_PhiPrimeccp(:)); 

  
%% calculate am*am'*Phi'aa' 
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am_am_PhiPrimeaap = zeros(aNum,aNum); 
for ii = 1:aNum-1 
    for jj = ii:aNum 
        am_am_PhiPrimeaap(ii,jj) = 

am(ii)*am(jj)*phiPrime_pitz(I,az(ii),az(jj),aPhi); 
    end 
end 
SigmaPhiPrimeaap = sum(am_am_PhiPrimeaap(:)); 

  
%% assign F 
F = fGamma + SigmaBcaP + SigmaPhiPrimeccp + SigmaPhiPrimeaap; 
end 
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function val = Bmx_pitz(alpha_1,alpha_2,beta_0,beta_1,beta_2,IS) 
% Bmx cal for use in primary cals 
val = beta_0... 
    + beta_1.*g_pitz(alpha_1.*sqrt(IS))... 
    + beta_2.*g_pitz(alpha_2.*sqrt(IS)); 
end 

 

function val = BcaPrime_pitz(alpha_1,alpha_2,beta_1,beta_2,IS) 
% BmxPrime cal for use in F cal 
if IS == 0 
    val = 0; 
    return 
end 
val = (beta_1.*gPrime_pitz(alpha_1.*sqrt(IS))... 
    + beta_2.*gPrime_pitz(alpha_2.*sqrt(IS)))./IS; 
end 

 

function val = Cmx_pitz(CmxPhi,Zm,Zx) 
% Cmx cal for use in primary cals 
val = CmxPhi./(2.*sqrt(abs(Zm.*Zx))); 
end 

 

function val = fGamma_pitz(IS,aPhi) 
% fGamma cal for use in F cal 
b = 1.2;% kg^1/2 mol^-1/2 
sqrtI = sqrt(IS); 
val = -aPhi*(sqrtI./(1+b*sqrtI)+(2/b)*log(1+b*sqrtI)); 
end 

 

function val = g_pitz(x) 
% g(x) used in Bmx cal -- accepts vectors 
if x == 0 
    val = 0; 
    return 
end 
val = 2.*(1-(1+x).*exp(-x))./x.^2; 
end 

 

function val = gPrime_pitz(x) 
% g(x) used in BmxPrime cal -- accepts vectors 
if x == 0 
    val = 0; 
    return 
end 
val = -2*(1-(1+x+(x.^2)/2).*exp(-x))./x.^2; 
end 

 

function val = j_pitz(x) 
% j integral for thetaEmn 
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q = @(y) -1*(x./y).*exp(-y); 
fun = @(y) (1+q(y)+1/2.*q(y).^2-exp(q(y))).*y.^2; 
val = integral(fun,0,Inf); 
val = val./x; 
end 

 

function val = jPrime_pitz(x) 
% j integral for thetaEmn 
q = @(y) -1*(x./y).*exp(-y); 
fun2 = @(y) (1 - exp(q(y))).*y.^2; 
fun3 = @(y) exp(q(y) - y).*y; 
j_2 = integral(fun2,0,Inf)./x; 
j_3 = integral(fun3,0,Inf)./x; 
val = 1/4 - j_2./x + j_3; 
end 

 

function IS = mkIS(m,z) 
IS = sum(m.*z.^2)./2; 
end 

 

 

function Z = mkZ(m,z) 
Z = sum(m.*abs(z)); 
end 

 

 

function val = phi_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,thetamn,aPhi) 
% cal phi for use in primary cals 
val = thetamn + thetaEmn_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,aPhi); 
end 

 

function val = phiPhi_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,thetamn,aPhi) 
% cal phi for use in primary cals 
val = thetamn + thetaEmn_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,aPhi) + 

thetaEmnPrime_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,aPhi); 
end 

 

function val = phiPrime_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,aPhi) 
% cal phi for use in primary cals 
val = thetaEmnPrime_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,aPhi); 
end 

 

function val = thetaEmn_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,aPhi) 
% cal thetaEmn for use in Phi & PhiPhi calculation 
sqrtIS = sqrt(IS); 
xmn = 6*aPhi.*sqrtIS.*Zm.*Zn; 
xmm = 6*aPhi.*sqrtIS.*Zm.*Zm; 
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xnn = 6*aPhi.*sqrtIS.*Zn.*Zn; 
val = (Zm.*Zn./(4*IS)).*(j_pitz(xmn)-1/2*j_pitz(xmm)-1/2*j_pitz(xnn)); 
end 

 

function val = thetaEmnPrime_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,aPhi) 
% cal thetaEmn for use in Phi & PhiPhi calculation 
sqrtIS = sqrt(IS); 
xmn = 6*aPhi.*sqrtIS.*Zm.*Zn; 
xmm = 6*aPhi.*sqrtIS.*Zm.*Zm; 
xnn = 6*aPhi.*sqrtIS.*Zn.*Zn; 
thetaEmn = thetaEmn_pitz(IS,Zm,Zn,aPhi); 
val = ... 
    -thetaEmn./IS... 
    +(Zm.*Zn./(8*sqrtIS))... 
    .*(... 
    xmn.*jPrime_pitz(xmn)... 
    -(1/2)*xmm.*jPrime_pitz(xmm)... 
    -(1/2)*xnn.*jPrime_pitz(xnn)... 
    ); 
end 
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 EFFECT OF CURRENT DENSITY AND SULFURIC ACID 

CONCENTRATION ON PERSULFURIC ACID GENERATION BY BORON 

DOPED DIAMOND FILM ANODES 
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 UNDERSTANDING PERSULFATE PRODUCTION AT BORON DOPED 

DIAMOND FILM ANODES 
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